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      May 26, 2011 
Secretary Gary Maynard  
Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services 
300 East Joppa Road - Suite 1000 
Baltimore, MD  21286 
 
Dear Secretary Maynard: 
 

I am pleased to provide you with the Annual Report of the Emergency 
Number Systems Board (Board) for Fiscal Year 2010.  The Board has 
convened monthly, and more frequently in sub-committees, to consider a 
variety of 9-1-1 related issues, and projects.  The attached report outlines the 
collective efforts of the Board and the larger 911 community in making 
Maryland a safer place for its residents, businesses, and visitors.   
 

Maryland continues to benefit from an effective 911 system.  Recent 
Board efforts include working with the DoIT to coordinate the development of 
a “public safety network”, collaborating with Delaware to deliver enhanced 
data with transferred inter-state 9-1-1 calls, providing a vigorous 9-1-1 
training program throughout the state, working with vendors to improve 9-1-1 
service delivery, and ongoing research, planning, and implementation of Next 
Generation technologies. 
 

The Board remains focused on the enhancement of 911 and the critical 
role it plays in public safety.  On behalf of the members of the Emergency 
Number Systems Board and the more than nine hundred call takers around the 
state, I thank you for your continued support and the diligent assistance your 
staff routinely provides.   
 

The attached document and appendices constitute the 2010 Annual 
Report of the Emergency Number Systems Board as required by the Public 
Safety Article.  

  
     Sincerely, 
 
 
   
     Anthony Myers, Chairman 
     Emergency Numbers Systems Board  
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Introduction 
 

 
 

ENSB MISSION STATEMENT 
 
The Emergency Number Systems Board works cooperatively 
with the counties to provide an effective and efficient 
Maryland 9-1-1 system through the administration of the 9-1-1 
Trust Fund revenues. 

 
 

The Board achieves its goals through implementation of the following principals: 
 
 

ENSB VISION STATEMENT 
 

The Emergency Number Systems Board is dedicated to ensuring 
Maryland’s 9-1-1 system remains robust and responsive to the 
public-safety needs of our citizens and visitors.  The Board is 
committed to providing fiscally responsive funding to maintain 
a technologically advanced 9-1-1 system staffed with 
appropriately trained emergency operators.  Through a 
partnership with the 9-1-1 community, the Board will provide 
leadership and guidance for Maryland to be recognized 
nationally for excellence in providing 9-1-1 service. 
 

 
The Emergency Number Systems Board’s (ENSB or Board) duties are defined by 
Sections §1-301 through §1-312 of the Public Safety Article of the Annotated Code of 
Maryland.  Further clarity of direction and explicit responsibilities of the Board are 
provided in the Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) Title 12, Subtitle 11, Chapter 
03.  Those duties include coordinating the enhancement of County 9-1-1 systems and the 
oversight of the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  This report details the activities of the Board during 
calendar year 2010 and Trust Fund expenditures of fiscal year 2010 (July 1, 2009 to June 
30, 2010).  
 
The Public Safety Article requires that the following six topics be included in the annual 
report: 
 

1. Types of 9-1-1 Systems in Operation  Page 13  
2. Total State and County Fees Charged  Page 16 
3. Funding Formula in Effect by County  Page 16 
4. Statutory or Regulatory Violations by County   None Noted 
5. Efforts to Establish an Enhanced 911 System   Page 26 
6. Any Suggested Changes to this Subtitle   Page   5   
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This report goes significantly beyond these six areas in an effort to provide additional 
insight into the work of the Emergency Number Systems Board.  As the communications 
industry introduces new technological enhancements, Maryland’s 9-1-1 system continues 
to evolve to ensure that Maryland’s citizens and visitors are afforded a robust and 
responsive system when they call 9-1-1.   
 
The current direction of the Board is to evaluate and fund local, regional, and statewide 
plans for enhancements consistent with the Public Safety Article, Board guidelines, the 
availability of Trust Fund dollars, and technological advancements.  The Board is 
examining the following current issues: 
 

• Transitioning from Maryland’s legacy 9-1-1 system infrastructure to 
integrating “Next Generation (NG)” Internet Protocol (IP) based 9-1-1 service 
delivery of voice, text, data, and video messaging; 

• Examining current local and national policies, standards, and legislation to 
identify best practices evolving from governance, planning, regulatory, policy, 
and funding issues arising from a statewide transition to a NG 9-1-1 
environment; 

• Establishing adequate back-up 9-1-1 facilities and furthering other Homeland 
Security initiatives; 

• Working with the Department of Informational Technology (DoIT) to 
coordinate the development of a “public safety network” that will utilizing IP 
based connectivity for sharing emergency data between all 9-1-1 primary and 
secondary Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP or 9-1-1 Center) facilities; 

• Funding training and “protocol” software enhancements that promote 
standardization of 9-1-1 call processing throughout the State;  

• Exploring advancements in geographical interfacing systems (GIS) to enhance 
9-1-1 related mapping, caller location, prioritized call answering, and 
emergency response routing methodologies; 

• Implementing remote 9-1-1 workstations at Secondary PSAPs to provide 
enhanced caller information associated with transferred 9-1-1 calls; and 

• Examining technological advancements in storage, integration, and playback 
of multiple sources and media types produced in a NG 9-1-1 environment.  

 
The engagement of local leadership has created a positive and constructive working 
relationship among Maryland’s PSAP community, its legislative delegations, its first 
responder community, and the Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services to 
collectively address these issues.   
 
Questions regarding this report and its content should be forwarded to the ENSB Office 
of the Executive Director at 115 Sudbrook Lane – Suite 201, Pikesville, Maryland 21208. 
 
The ENSB web site is:  www.dpscs.maryland.gov/ensb   

http://www.dpscs.maryland.gov/ensb�
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Executive Summary 
 
Maryland’s Public Safety Article §1-305 defines the membership of the seventeen 
member Emergency Number Systems Board.  Board members are drawn from private 
and public sectors representing all aspects of public safety and the citizens they serve.  
The current membership of the Board includes a diverse group of police, fire, emergency 
management, regulatory, and communications industry professionals.  The members 
serve a Governor appointed Senate confirmed, four-year term without compensation.  
While only required to meet quarterly, the ENSB meets at least monthly to examine 
current trends and funding needs of Maryland’s Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP).    
 
The existing 911 infrastructure has performed admirably for decades, however new data 
rich communications devices and services are driving the existing 911 infrastructure 
towards its operational limits.  Consumers are increasingly relying on new wireless and 
IP-based communications technologies, which offer expanded data capabilities such as 
text, picture, and video messaging.  Many public-safety related service providers are also 
seeking to share crash notification data, personal health, family, and other pertinent 
records with emergency responders utilizing the 9-1-1 system.   
 
The Board continues to examine and monitor national standards surrounding the 
development of Next Generation 911 system elements that would capture the benefits of 
expanding mobile and data communications technologies, as well as continuing to 
provide or enhance existing 9-1-1 functionality. 
 
Some of the more prominent achievements and current activities of the ENSB include:  
 

• Exploring technology and costs associated with the capacity to transfer 9-1-1 
calls between states while delivering automatic call back and location 
information (ANI/ALI) and providing ANI/ALI updating/rebid functionality; 

• Working with PSAP personnel and Verizon representatives to review causal 
circumstances surrounding 9-1-1 service disruptions, improve customer 
service issues, and seek enhancements that will improve Maryland’s 9-1-1 
Systems;  

• Providing funding to upgrade and refresh 9-1-1 enhanced phone systems for 
five (5) primary PSAPs, two (2) back-up PSAPs, and one new primary PSAP 
in Carroll County; 

• Providing funding for the opening of Washington County’s Consolidated 
Emergency Communications Center, which will provide enhanced 
coordination of emergency services and maximize 9-1-1 efficiencies; 

• Providing ongoing training on new 9-1-1 technologies and evolving 9-1-1 
service delivery techniques, offering 19 training opportunities attended by 564 
students; 

• Securing statewide regulatory compliance through annual PSAP inspections; 
• Interacting with federal agencies and national organizations to consider 

evolving 9-1-1 issues, impacts of social media, and explore funding resources;  
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• Encouraging counties to secure additional funding resources to augment the 9-
1-1 Trust Fund; 

• Assisting Maryland counties to update and maintain the accuracy of their 
mapping capacity and assist statewide mapping initiatives; 

• Furthering the Managing for Results (MFR) goal and objective to implement 
emergency police and fire protocol systems at Maryland PSAPs to provide 9-
1-1 caller interrogation consistency coupled with an established quality 
assurance program; and 

• Assisting Project Manager (L. Robert Kimball) and the Maryland State Police 
(MSP) in the release of a RFP and evaluation of responses exploring Next 
Generation 9-1-1 Systems technologies and development of a 9-1-1 Public 
Safety Network for transferring emergency calls.   

 
To further facilitate the execution of the mission of the ENSB, the Board established 
several sub-committees, comprised of Board members and supporting consultative 
membership from outside the Board.  These subcommittees include: 
 

• Training and Education – to provide and enhance entrance level and in-
service training opportunities for 9-1-1 call takers; 

• Standards – to provide guidance on best practices and  funding guidelines for 
selecting and purchasing PSAP equipment; 

• Policy/Legislative – to establish and publish policy guidance for ENSB 
membership and PSAP Directors and to make recommendations for 
Legislative changes; and 

• Technology – to investigate and educate the Board on current and future 
technological advancements impacting the delivery of 9-1-1 services. 

 
By statutory directive, the Board also enjoys membership and actively participates on the 
following Maryland Board:   
 

• SEMSAC Board – to assist the Statewide Emergency Medical Systems 
Advisory Council, comprised of representatives from organizations involved 
in providing emergency medical care services. 

 
The ENSB remains committed to enhancing Maryland’s 9-1-1 system and taking 
advantage of proven technological advances in service delivery.  Maryland continues to 
be a national leader in providing enhanced emergency wireline, wireless, and VoIP 
services.  With the advancements made in IP based telephony equipment, Maryland is 
again poised to embrace a new technology and work towards a smooth transition as “next 
generation” 9-1-1 systems and service is realized. 
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Public Safety Article  
 
 
The Maryland Public Safety Article (Title-1, Subtitle-3) is the enabling legislation that 
established the 9-1-1 Trust Fund and the Emergency Number Systems Board.  It was 
originally crafted to create a funding mechanism and oversight Board to provide for the 
orderly installation, maintenance, and operation of 9-1-1 systems in Maryland and 
establish the three-digit number, 9-1-1, as the primary emergency telephone number to 
summon emergency assistance.  The Public Safety Article remains responsive to the 
needs of the Maryland’s citizens.  
 
The legislation established the Maryland 9-1-1 Surcharge, derived from a monthly 
surcharge levied on each telephone bill, to provide a constant funding source for 
enhancing and maintaining Maryland’s 9-1-1 system.  The 9-1-1 Surcharge is comprised 
of two separate fees designated to offset 9-1-1 related capital and operational costs.  The 
first portion of the Maryland 9-1-1 Surcharge is the “9-1-1 state fee”.  The state fee is 
distributed to the Maryland counties at the discretion of the Emergency Number Systems 
Board in response to county 9-1-1 system enhancement requests.  The level of the second 
portion is the “Additional Charge” is determined by each county through local resolution.  
The Public Safety Article limits the “Additional Charge”, to a maximum of $0.75.  
Legislation requires that the amount of the additional charges received may not exceed a 
level necessary to cover the total eligible maintenance and operation costs of the county.  
The Public Safety Article further defines that maintenance and operation costs may 
include telephone company charges, equipment costs, equipment lease charges, repairs, 
utilities, personnel costs, and appropriate carryover costs from previous years.  To ensure 
compliance, the Board shall provide for an audit of each county's expenditures for the 
maintenance and operation of the county's 9-1-1 system.  All Maryland Counties have 
taken advantage of this legislative authority and have passed local resolutions 
establishing their “Additional Charge”.   
 
In 2003, the Public Safety Article was updated to provide the mandate and fiscal support 
for Maryland’s 9-1-1 call takers to receive callback phone number and location 
information of wireless callers (defined as “enhanced wireless 9-1-1”).  This milestone 
was achieved in June 2005 when Maryland became only the eighth state in the nation to 
receive and display enhanced wireless information, when available from a wireless 
carrier, at all primary Maryland PSAPs.   
 
The 2003 revisions also expanded the definition of “9-1-1 assessable service” to include 
“telephone service or another communications service that connects an individual dialing 
the digits 9-1-1 to an established public safety answering point”.  This new definition 
expanded the communication service providers required to collect and remit the 9-1-1 
surcharge to include carriers utilizing Internet Protocol technology (VoIP) for voice 
connectivity to 9-1-1 Centers.  
 
In 2008, this legislation was revised to increase the membership of the Board from 15 to 
17 members.  Responding to technological advancements in geographical information 
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systems (GIS) and the integration of wireless location technology into the 9-1-1 system, 
this legislation established a new Board position to represent the State’s GIS community.  
Since 2001, the role and capacity of local emergency management services (EMS) and 
nationwide homeland security efforts have increased significantly.  Because 9-1-1 plays a 
vital role in identifying incidents where emergency management services are to be 
deployed, the Public Safety Article was amended to increase the EMS representation on 
the Board from one to two positions. 
 
Recommended Legislative Change 
 
The wireless industry is experiencing a significant change in how its service is being 
utilized by consumers.  Nationally, approximately 30% of households have elected to 
drop their traditional wireline phone service in favor of using wireless based 
communications.  There has also been a shift in how communication services are being 
purchased with “pre-paid” wireless service becoming the fastest growing segment in the 
industry; capturing approximately 18% of the wireless market.  Consumers are opting for 
prepaid wireless service whereby a specified number of minutes are purchased at retail 
outlets or online, rather than the traditional monthly-billed wireless service. 
 
Maryland’s current legislation defines the 9-1-1 Surcharge to be assessed on a monthly 
“per-bill” basis, which would prevent the fee from being applicable to the retail purchase 
of “pre-paid” wireless communication services.*  During the past several years, the above 
market changes and legislative restriction has resulted in a significant loss of $ 6-7 
million in 9-1-1 surcharge revenue.    
 
During the 2010 Legislative Session, the Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Services introduced legislation that would establish the collection and remittance of 9-1-1 
Surcharge fees by Maryland retail outlets, referred to as the “Point of Sale (POS) 
Collection Model”.  The POS model would add the 9-1-1 Surcharge to each retail 
transaction of prepaid wireless telecommunications service for any purpose other than 
resale.  This legislative change is being requested because prepaid wireless service does 
not fit within current statutes/regulations regarding the collection and remittance of the 9-
1-1 fee.  Should this legislation change become enacted, amounts collected in this 
manner, minus a processing fee, will be deposited to the State 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  The fees 
collected will be utilized to fund 9-1-1 enhancement projects and offset PSAP recurring 
operational/maintenance costs in the same fashion as currently collected 9-1-1 fees. 
 
Ensuring that the 9-1-1 system is funded in a fair and equitable manner by those utilizing 
communication devices that provide accessible 9-1-1 service is a priority for the 
sustainability of Maryland’s 9-1-1 system.     
 
 
 
*  The marketing of pre-paid wireless service is done through the purchase of “service minutes” from 

retail or on-line outlets, which may not produce monthly bills. 
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The Code of Maryland Regulations  
 
 
The Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) Title 12, Subtitle 11, Chapter 03 further 
codifies the activities of the Board and describes in detail its essential functions, 
responsibilities, and training standards.  Recent, recommendations made by the 
Emergency Number Systems Board’s Policy Subcommittee for updating COMAR were 
adopted.  Significant updates include: 
 

• Redundant wording of items appearing in COMAR that were verbatim to the 
Public Safety Article were removed and language added to reference the 
reader back to the appropriate section of the Public Safety Article; 

• The Board requires a majority of confirmed members to be present at a 
meeting to constitute a quorum; 

• PSAPs shall provide access to services for individuals who do not speak or 
understand the English language*; 

• PSAPs shall have sufficient call takers and equipment to consistently answer 
incoming calls on a daily average, of 10 seconds or less**; 

• Within six months of hiring a Public Safety Answering Point call taker, a 
county shall train the new call taker using a curriculum adopted or approved 
by the Board**; 

• A county shall provide a Public Safety Answering Point call taker with yearly 
in-service training using a curriculum adopted or approved by the Board**; 
and 

• In requesting funding from the Board, the county shall ensure that the county's 
procurement laws and policies are followed. 

 
 
COMAR is sufficient in its current content to be responsive to the needs of 
Maryland’s 9-1-1 community and no further changes are recommended. 
 
 
 
*   All PSAPs provide immediate language assistance through contractual translation services. 
** Through the annual inspection process, all PSAPs were found to be compliant.  
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History of 9-1-1 in Maryland 
 
 
1970s and 1980s 
 
 In March 1973, the White House's Office of Telecommunications issued a 

national policy statement that recognized the benefits of 9-1-1, encouraged the 
nationwide adoption of 9-1-1, and provided for the establishment of a Federal 
Information Center to assist units of government in planning and implementation. 

 
 In 1972, Charles County was the first in Maryland to adopted 9-1-1, followed by 

Prince George’s in 1973 and Montgomery in 1974. 
 
 In 1979 Maryland became the second state in the nation to adopt 9-1-1 as the 

statewide universal number for emergency services access.  The Emergency 
Number Systems Board was established to coordinate 9-1-1 implementation 
efforts.  

 
 The emergency communications industry established standards for automatic 

number information (ANI) and automatic location information (ALI) to be 
presented with each 9-1-1 call.  This automatic ANI/ALI data delivery to 9-1-1 
call takers was designed to streamline the information gathering/dispatch 
processes and allow locating persons unable to identify their location or to 
verbally communicate. 

 
 Maryland established a ten-cent phone bill surcharge to fund 9-1-1 development 

efforts. 
 

 The Statute enabling the ENSB was amended to include authority for Counties to 
charge an “additional fee” via monthly phone bills to offset 9-1-1 operational 
expenses. 

 
1990s 
 
 By 1995, all Maryland counties had implemented enhanced wireline 9-1-1 service 

(ANI/ALI displayed with each 9-1-1 call).  
 
 The 9-1-1 Surcharge fee was modified to encompass wireless telecommunication 

services and the ENSB was expanded to include a member of the wireless 
industry.    

 
 The ENSB Training Sub-committee and the Dundalk Community College 

developed a standardized 40-hour entrance level training course for 9-1-1 
dispatchers.   
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2000 - 2010 
 
 In 2002, Anne Arundel County is selected as the State’s test site for providing 

enhanced wireless service and becomes Wireless Phase I operational (call back 
number displayed). 
  

 In 2003, the 9-1-1 Surcharge is increased to 25 cents per bill per month and the 
County “Additional Fee” is increased from a maximum of 50 cents per bill per 
month to 75 cents.  Board membership increased to 15 by adding representatives 
from the Maryland Emergency Number Association, a large county (population > 
200,000), and a small county (population < 200,000), while deleting a public at 
large position.  

 
 By 2004, in most jurisdictions, more than 50% of all 9-1-1 calls originated from 

wireless callers. 
 
 By June 2005, all of Maryland’s primary PSAPs become Wireless Phase II 

operational (ANI/ALI with all wireless calls), making Maryland, according to the 
National Emergency Number Association, only the eighth state in the nation to 
accomplish this milestone.   

  
 Maryland establishes the Telecommunicator Emergency Response Taskforce 

(TERT) program to assist PSAPs cope with the demands of a natural or manmade 
disaster.  PSAP administrators and potential TERT team members were identified 
and trained under the National Emergency Number Association’s national TERT 
initiative program.    

 
 The Board worked in cooperation with the Maryland State Highway 

Administration to obtain statewide aerial-photography to assist Maryland counties 
in updating and maintaining the accuracy of their mapping capacity to locate 
wireless callers. 
 

 The Governor established Homeland Security Core Goals and in response, the 
Board established “back-up” PSAP criteria, should the primary PSAP not fulfill 
its role because of power outages, telephone system interruptions, building 
evacuations, or other natural or manmade disasters.  The Board began providing 
funding for each PSAP to have a viable back-up facility that met Board 
established standards.    

 
 The Board encourages and funds the utilization of Emergency Protocol Systems 

to provide a standardized means to consistently query and process information 
from 9-1-1 callers.  All Maryland primary PSAPs utilize emergency medical 
dispatch protocols, while 92% of primary PSAPs use emergency fire and or police 
dispatch protocols.       
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 In 2008, Board membership increased to 17 members, adding representation from 
the Geographic Information Services (GIS) community and an additional 
representative from Emergency Management Services. 

 
 The Board established policy to fund remote workstations at Maryland’s 

secondary PSAPs, which receives transferred 9-1-1 calls.  Frederick City Police 
Department completed the first installation utilizing the Frederick County PSAP 
phone equipment and IP connectivity between facilities.  Through this effort, the 
Board intends to advance the dissemination of enhanced 9-1-1 data to secondary 
PSAPs.   

 
 In 2009, the Harford County PSAP became the first PSAP in the nation to be 

recognized by the National Academy of Emergency Dispatch as an accredited 
“Center of Excellence” in all protocol disciplines (police, fire, and EMS).  

 
 In 2010, the Board worked with the Maryland State Police (MSP) to develop and 

release a RFP to explore “Next Generation” 9-1-1 Systems technologies for the 
development of a 9-1-1 Public Safety Network for transferring emergency calls. 
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Board Membership 
 
 
The membership of the ENSB includes a diverse and technically astute group of 
professionals from the emergency services, the communications and public safety 
industries, as well as the public at large.  The members serve a Governor appointed 
Senate confirmed, four-year term.  While only required to meet quarterly, the ENSB has 
met at least monthly to examine current trends and needs of the twenty-four Public Safety 
Answering Points.   
 
The Board has enjoyed the support of the Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Services (DPSCS) fiscal offices in providing auditing and accounting support.  In 
recognition of time demands, the ENSB through DPSCS has employed a full time fiscal 
coordinator and accountant to support the ENSB’s efforts in administering the 9-1-1 
Trust Fund.    
 
The Board recognizes the need for entrance and in-service level training for call takers 
and supervisors.  The Department established an administrative assistant position, 
working directly for the Office of the Executive Director, to advance the training efforts 
described in COMAR and handling special projects as assigned.  
 
The following page outlines Board membership and the organization each member 
represents.   
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 
 

Emergency Number Systems Board 
 

Board Member Listings 
 

Term Represent Member Name 

8/30/99 - 6/30/12 Public Service Commission Anthony Myers 

4/1/08 - 6/30/11 MIEMSS1 Richard Berg 

7/1/04 - 6/30/12 Volunteer Fire Service Brian C. Ebling 

2/1/10 - 6/30/13 Career Fire Service Captain Colleen O’Neill 

3/15/96 - 6/30/11 Public-At-Large William H. Walton 

12//12/09- 6/30/14 Emergency Management Systems John Chew 

4/1/08 - 6/30/11 Telephone Utility Kevin M. Green 

10/1/08 - 6/30/13 APCO2 Susan E. Greentree 

7/1/06 - 6/30/13 Maryland State Police Lt. Col. William Pallozzi 

12/12/09 - 6/30/14 Police Services Captain John Moulton 

7/1/04 - 6/30/12 Public-At-Large Roderick W. Hart 

12/29/03 - 6/30/13 Large County Andrew M. Johnston 

7/1/04 - 6/30/13 Wireless Industry Brian Josef 

11/10/03 - 6/30/14 Small County Steve Marshall 

4/1/08 - 6/30/11 NENA3 – Local Chapter William A. Frazier 

10/1/08 - 6/30/12 Emergency Management Systems John E. Markey 

10/1/08 - 6/30/12 Geographic Informational Systems Ken Miller 

 
 1 – Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services Systems 

2 – Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials 
 3 – National Emergency Number Association  
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Types of 9-1-1 Systems 
 
 
In the late 1980s, Maryland PSAPs achieved “enhanced” capability, successfully 
enabling each to display Automatic Number Information (ANI) and Automatic Location 
Information (ALI) for wireline 9-1-1 calls.  Previously, emergency services were 
requested through unique local phone exchanges to police and fire service agencies or by 
dialing “0” for the operator.  The caller’s phone number and address were not displayed 
to the call taker.   
 
The advent and proliferation of wireless communications caused the public safety 
community to demand the same ‘enhanced” capacity as their wireline counterparts.  The 
Federal Communications Commission required the wireless industry, by regulation, to 
provide ANI/ALI data of a wireless caller to the PSAP.  Today, the wireless industry is in 
compliance with the FCC regulations and has been able to provide enhanced wireless 
service to technologically capable PSAPs.  In June 2005, Maryland became only the 
eighth state in the nation to have all primary PSAP’s (24) receive and display the ANI 
and ALI information from wireless 9-1-1 calls.  
 
During 2010, the Board continued to approve project funding to upgrade various PSAP 
phone systems and mapping capacity to receive and display enhanced wireless data.  The 
caller location information (ALI) provided through enhanced wireless service is received 
at the PSAP in measurements of latitude and longitude.  Mapping of this information is 
required to facilitate meaningful application in processing the 9-1-1 call.  The Board, in 
cooperation with the State Highway Administration, entered into a partnership and 
obtained statewide aerial-photography to assist Maryland counties to update and maintain 
the accuracy of their mapping capacity.  This cooperative effort of providing current 
statewide aerial-photography to PSAPs is anticipated to be an ongoing project. 
 
In coordination with the Board, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Telematics 
emergency 9-1-1 services are now being directed through the Verizon selective router to 
the appropriate PSAP, in the same fashion as traditional communication services with 
caller related emergency information displayed to the call taker.   
 
The Board is currently examining the feasibility of migrating to an IP network based 9-1-
1 system for receiving voice, data, text, and video messaging.  Currently, fifteen (15) of 
Maryland’s twenty-four (24) primary PSAPs have diversely routed fiber connectivity 
from the Verizon 9-1-1 Local Central Office.  As a pilot-project, the Board is working 
with the Maryland State Police (MSP) to explore “Next Generation” 9-1-1 Systems 
technologies for the development of a 9-1-1 Public Safety Network for transferring 
emergency calls and related data.  The MSP pilot Next Generation 9-1-1 System is 
examined further later in this report. 
 
During 2010, the Board, representatives from Delaware 9-1-1 communications, and 
Verizon began examining the feasibility of transferring 9-1-1 calls intra-state that would 
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continue to provide caller ANI/ALI data and rebid capacity.  Technological and 
operational solutions are still be explored as we move forward with this project. 
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Maryland 2010 PSAP Statistics* 
 

9-1-1 Calls 
 

County Director Wireline Wireless Total 
Allegany Richard DeVore 22,339 17,204 39,543 
Anne Arundel Lt. Michelle Simpson 108,258 224,788 333,046 
Baltimore City Major Scott Roper 484,939 705,682 1,190,621 
Baltimore Marie Whisonant 235,027 418,817 653,844 
Calvert Jackie Vaughan 20,481 26,828 47,309 
Caroline Bryan Ebling 10,675 5,881 16,556 
Carroll Randy Waesche 25,951 34,801 60,752 
Cecil Richard Brooks 40,497 67,490 107,987 
Charles Tony Rose 22,241 46,464 68,705 
Dorchester Vernon Hurley 11,218 13,834 25,052 
Frederick Chip Jewel 64,108 74,926 139,034 
Garrett Jon Bradley Frantz 5,281 8,772 14,053 
Harford W. Mitch Vocke 34,058 72,743 106,801 
Howard Lt. Paul Yodzis 101,115 202,230 303,345 
Kent Wayne Darrell 4,753 6,203 10,956 
Montgomery Brian Melby 156,925 345,420 502,345 
Prince George’s Charlynn Flaherty 560,186 764,334 1,324,520 
Queen Anne’s John Chew 6,020 14,955 20,975 
Somerset Steve Marshall 13,377 2,863 16,240 
St. Mary’s Tom Mattingly 19,796 28,355 48,151 
Talbot Clay Stamp 8,632 12,423 21,055 
Washington Bardona Woods 26,884 54,256 81,140 
Wicomico Sandy Silvia 56,118 42,177 98,295 
Worcester Teresa Owens 13,836 29,435 43,271 

Maryland Total 9-1-1 Calls 2,052,715 3,220,881 5,273,596 

 
  *   As reported by each County’s PSAP Director 
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 Funding 
 
 
The Maryland Public Safety Article (§1-310 & §1-311) establishes two funding streams 
to support 9-1-1.  The first is the State “9-1-1 Fee”, which is $0.25 per subscriber per 
month.  The second is the County “Additional Fee” in an amount determined by each 
county, through local ordinance, up to maximum of $0.75 per bill per month.  All 
Maryland counties and Baltimore City currently have passed local ordinances 
establishing the “Additional Fee” at $0.75.  Telephone companies, wireless carriers, and 
other 9-1-1 accessible service providers, collect and remit both portions of the 9-1-1 
Surcharge to the State Comptroller, monthly, for deposit into the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.   
 
Quarterly, the County “Additional Fee” portion is distributed to each county prorated in 
accordance with the level of fees collected in each jurisdiction (Public Safety Article §1-
309).  Annually, the Secretary of the Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Services requests a budget appropriation from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund in an amount 
sufficient to carry out the purposes of the enabling legislation, pay administrative costs, 
and reimburse counties for the cost of enhancing their 9-1-1 system (Public Safety Article 
§1-309).  Through this budget appropriation process, the State “9-1-1 Fee” is distributed 
from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund to the Maryland counties at the discretion of the Emergency 
Number Systems Board in response to county 9-1-1 enhancement requests.   
 
Maryland has established written criteria identifying the allowable uses of funds 
collected.  Money collected from the State “9-1-1 Fee” may be used to reimburse 
counties for the cost of enhancing Maryland’s 9-1-1 system through payment to a third 
party contractor (Public Safety Article §1-308).  COMAR (12.11.03.12) further defines 
equipment qualifying for funding or reimbursement.  Money distributed quarterly to the 
counties from the collection of the County “Additional Fee” may be spent on the 
installation, enhancement, maintenance, and operation of a county or multi-county 9-1-1 
system.  Maintenance and operation costs may include telephone company charges, 
equipment costs, equipment lease charges, repairs, utilities, personnel costs, and 
appropriate carryover costs from previous years (Public Safety Article §1-312). 
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The following chart indicates the 9-1-1 Surcharge fees associated with each jurisdiction 
and the date of resolution modifying the county additional fee. 

 
 

Maryland 9-1-1 Surcharge Fees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

County State Fee County Fee Effective Date 
Allegany   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Anne Arundel  $0.25 $0.75 July 1, 2005 
Baltimore City $0.25 $0.75 June 23, 2004 
Baltimore   $0.25 $0.75 April 23, 2004 
Calvert   $0.25 $0.75 June 15, 2004 
Caroline   $0.25 $0.75 November 9, 2004 
Carroll   $0.25 $0.75 June 8, 2004 
Cecil   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Charles   $0.25 $0.75 January 1, 2004 
Dorchester   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Frederick   $0.25 $0.75 July 1, 2004 
Garrett   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Harford   $0.25 $0.75 May 4, 2004 
Howard   $0.25 $0.75 July 1, 2007 
Kent   $0.25 $0.75 January 30, 2004 
Montgomery   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Prince George’s  $0.25 $0.75 March 5, 2004 
Queen Anne’s  $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
Somerset   $0.25 $0.75 February 10, 2004 
St. Mary’s  $0.25 $0.75 July 1, 2004 
Talbot   $0.25 $0.75 May 11, 2004 
Washington   $0.25 $0.75 October 21, 2003 
Wicomico   $0.25 $0.75 January 1, 2004 
Worcester   $0.25 $0.75 October 1, 2003 
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The chart below reflects the Fiscal Year 2010 distribution of the collected “additional 
charge” fees. 
 
 

FY 2010 “Additional Fee” Payments to the Jurisdictions 
 
 

County Population* FY 09 
Disbursement 

Allegany County 72,532 496,173.56 
Anne Arundel County 521,209 3,952,678.70 
Baltimore City 637,418 5,574,525.27 
Baltimore County 789,814 4,672,550.38 
Calvert County 89,212 591,130.69 
Caroline County 33,367 199,023.75 
Carroll County 170,089 1,128,572.44 
Cecil County 100,796 614,241.94 
Charles County 142,226 1,014,149.19 
Dorchester County 32,043 218,139.94 
Frederick County 227,980 1,582,089.56 
Garrett County 29,555 268,459.50 
Harford County 242,514 1,634,644.50 
Howard County 281,884 2,103,748.68 
Kent County 20,247 140,609.42 
Montgomery County 971,600 7,390,860.48 
Prince George's County 834,560 5,999,173.79 
Queen Anne's County 47,958 315,518.44 
Somerset County 25,959 125,604.94 
St Mary's County 102,999 651,211.50 
Talbot County 36,262 307,357.88 
Washington County 145,910 943,077.00 
Wicomico County 94,222 605,643.94 
Worcester County 49,122 467,859.38 

   
TOTALS 5,699,478 40,997,044.87 

 

 * 2009 Projected Population Estimates (Maryland Manual) 
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 ENSB Expenditures 
 
 
The Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services annual budget for the 
Emergency Number Systems Board is approximately $ 14 M.  The budget appropriation 
rose from $5.3 M in October 2003, when legislation increased the State portion of the 9-
1-1 Surcharge to $0.25.  During the 2010 Legislative Session, HB 151 (Budget 
Reconciliation and Financing Act of 2010) provided that $5,000,000 in fiscal year 2011 
revenue from the State 9–1–1 fee on wired lines may be used to support the Computer 
Aided Dispatch/Records Management System project in the Maryland State Police.    
 
The technical nature of 9-1-1 communications has evolved over time to include the 
advent of computer-aided dispatch, multiple agencies providing emergency response, 
national standard setting organizations, wireless telephone communications, and most 
recently, IP based communication and telematics (automatic crash notification) services.  
These have brought about fundamental changes in the 9-1-1 infrastructure and added 
training and equipment challenges.   
 
Over the last three fiscal years, the vast majority of funds were allocated to upgrading 
phone systems, keeping current with technological advances, providing adequate back-up 
facilities, and enhancing mapping capacity.  Current phone systems funded by the Board 
must be IP capable and ready to accept next generation 9-1-1 data once national delivery 
and presentation standards have been established.  All Maryland PSAPs now have the 
capability of mapping the position of 9-1-1 callers, when location information is received 
by the call taker.  In cooperation with the Maryland Highway Administration, it is 
anticipated that ongoing funding for mapping will be needed to assist Maryland develop, 
maintain, and further efforts to establish mapping standards, quality, and functionality 
leading to universal ownership of the resulting statewide mapping product. 
 
Should circumstances arise that prevents a PSAP from receiving or processing 
emergency calls it is critical that back-up 9-1-1 service and relocation strategies are in 
place and regularly exercised.  During the 2010 annual inspection process, the Board 
examined each PSAPs capacity for back-up service and emergency relocation 
procedures.  Referring to the Board’s “back-up” PSAP guidelines, the Board worked with 
noncompliant 9-1-1 Centers to establish approved back-up facilities with appropriate 
service functionality.   
 
Utilizing technological advances in 9-1-1 phone systems and IP connectivity, the Board 
began the process of expanding the 9-1-1 system to encompass Secondary PSAPs.  
Through the use of remote workstations, linked directly to the primary PSAP, secondary 
PSAPs call takers experience the same functionality, mapping capacity and data delivery 
on all transferred 9-1-1 calls.  This enhancement of service was successfully piloted at the 
Frederick City Police Department.      
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The charts below reflect Board expenditures over the previous three fiscal years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FY 09 Board Funded Projects

2%
11%

87%

Phone Systems
Mapping
Other

 

FY 10 Board Funded Projects

77%

7% 16%
Phone Systems
Mapping
Other **

FY 08 Board Funded Projects

15%10%

75%

Phone Systems

Mapping

Other **

Total Expenditures 
$14,567,900.26* 

* Additional funding obtained from Trust Fund    ** see following page for “Other” expenditures description  

Total Expenditures 
$14,773,013.84* 

 
 

Total Expenditures 
$14,557,488.42 

** 
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** Other Funding: 
 
“Other” funding is comprised of capital expenditures related to 9-1-1 call processing or its enhancement.  
Some examples of these capital expenditures are listed below: 
 

• 9-1-1 Center security; 
• Back-up power systems; 
• Redundant/diverse 9-1-1 call routing; 
• Training – entry-level, in-service and supervisory/administrative; 
• Lightning/surge protection; and 
• Protocol call processing systems 

 
 
 
PHONE SYSTEM PROJECTS – FY 10 
 
Receiving and processing 9-1-1 calls requires specialized phone system equipment to 
optimize voice, data, and location technologies.  These complex phone systems leverage 
advances in communication equipment to provide responsive 9-1-1 call handling, data 
management, and mapping capacity, while maintaining enhanced 9-1-1 services with 
legacy systems.  In response to technological advances in the communication industry, 
the Board anticipates updating PSAP phone equipment in five to six year cycles.  During 
FY 10, the Board provided funding to upgrade and refresh 9-1-1 enhanced phone systems 
for five (5) primary PSAPs, two (2) back-up PSAPs, and one new primary PSAP in 
Carroll County.  To enhance emergency call handling and dispatch, Washington County 
opened a new Communications Center that consolidated countywide police (Sheriff’s 
Office, State Police, and City of Hagerstown PD), fire, and emergency medical services.   
 
HIGHLIGHTED FY 10 PHONE SYSTEM UPGRADES 
 
Carroll County 
Carroll County, as part of a renovation project of a vacant school facility, established a 
new primary PSAP and Emergency Operations Center.  The new PSAP will have 
increased capacity to consolidate police and fire dispatch, 9-1-1 call taking, and provide 
sufficient room for future growth.  Their present PSAP will remain operational, providing 
Carroll County with a viable back-up 9-1-1 facility.   
 
Calvert County  
The Board funded a new IP enabled phone system for the Calvert County Back-up 9-1-1 
facility, which will be linked with their Primary PSAPs phone equipment permitting data 
to be shared in real time between both facilities. 
 
Charles, Harford, Dorchester, and Worcester Counties and Baltimore City 
The Board provided funding to upgrade and refresh the primary PSAP phone equipment 
of Charles, Harford, Dorchester, and Worcester Counties and Baltimore City.  These 
upgrades increased capacity at each PSAP and provided new enhanced mapping and data 
management services.  
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 County Audits 
 
 
The Public Safety Article requires each county to annually report to the Board how the 
monies received from the trust fund were spent.  The Board is charged with the 
responsibility of evaluating the expenditures for compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations.  To this end, the Board funds independent audits of county expenditures.  
 
All of the audits for FY 10 were received and auditors compensated.  The audits were 
reviewed and each county found in compliance with the spending limits articulated in the 
Public Safety Article.  Operational expenses typically include 9-1-1 related personnel 
salaries/benefits, recurring maintenance and service fees, mapping maintenance/updating, 
network associated fees, and capital expenditures not covered by the Board.   
 
 

COUNTY COUNTY 9-1-1 
FEE REVENUES 

COUNTY 9-1-1 
EXPENSES * 

% 0F 9-1-1 
FEE OFFSET 

Allegany County $496,173.56 $1,709,052.00 29% 
Anne Arundel County $3,952,678.70 $6,360,585.00 62% 
Baltimore City $5,574,525.27 $14,806,596.23 38% 
Baltimore County $4,672,550.38 $7,796,422.00 60% 
Calvert County $591,130.69 $2,556,823.00 23% 
Caroline County $199,023.75 $1,293,429.00 15% 
Carroll County $1,128,572.44 $1,844,589.00 61% 
Cecil County $614,241.94 $1,790,607.00 34% 
Charles County $1,014,149.19 $1,737,832.00 58% 
Dorchester County $218,139.94 $1,454,519.00 15% 
Frederick County $1,582,089.56 $4,766,454.00 33% 
Garrett County $268,459.50 $528,157.00 51% 
Harford County $1,634,644.50 $5,420,236.00 30% 
Howard County $2,103,748.68 $4,047,081.00 52% 
Kent County $140,609.42 $885,932.00 16% 
Montgomery County $7,390,860.48 $15,164,948.00 49% 
Prince George’s County $5,999,173.79 $26,407,520.00 23% 
Queen Anne's County $315,518.44 $2,925,962.00 11% 
Saint Mary's County $651,211.50 $2,333,834.00 28% 
Somerset County $125,604.94 $833,156.00 15% 
Talbot County $307,357.88 $947,555.00 32% 
Washington County $943,077.00 $3,471,235.00 27% 
Wicomico County $605,643.94 $881,985.00 69% 
Worcester County $467,859.38 $4,420,598.00 11% 
   
Average % of Operational Cost Offset by 9-1-1 Fee 36% 

 
* 9-1-1 related operational costs as reported by County selected independent auditors 
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 ENSB Special Meetings 
 

 
In response to a series of 9-1-1 service disruptions in the southern Maryland region 
(Calvert, Charles, and St. Mary’s Counties), the Board provided a forum at its monthly 
meetings for affected PSAPs and Verizon to discuss immediate and long-term solutions.  
In addition, the Board convened a special meeting with Verizon and PSAP 
representatives on September 24, 2010 on the Eastern Shore to discuss these and other 
service related issues.    
 
Through correspondence to the Board and Public Service Commission, Calvert, Charles, 
and St. Mary’s Counties expressed concerns over southern Maryland service disruptions 
and lack of timely service information received from Verizon concerning their cause and 
duration.  After discussions with the affected Counties and the Board, Verizon offered to 
make the following changes to their service operations: 
 

1) Committing to build a new, diverse, survivable, next-generation multiplexed 
equipment ring, which will be used to service the three southern Maryland 
counties -  this new ring will provide a greater level of diversity to the 
Southern Maryland area and was completed in September 2010; 

2) Creating a single point of contact with Verizon for each PSAP to 
receive/report service related concerns; 

3) Encourage PSAP Directors to provide Verizon with enhanced (phone, email, 
cell, etc.) contact information for their PSAP personnel in the order that they 
wish to be contacted in the event of an outage; 

4) Providing each county affected during an outage with beginning to end 
updates via conference call and email until issues are resolved; and 

5) Verizon will notify Maryland PSAPs of general outages that do not 
incapacitate 9-1-1 trunks but that are reported to the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) as an “abnormal event”. 

   
 
The Public Service Commission directed Verizon to appear at a meeting on October 13, 
2010 with representatives from the three southern Maryland counties and members of the 
Board.  Verizon outlined the causes of the southern Maryland service disruption, 
reiterated the service upgrade commitments made to the Board (above), and filed a “letter 
of resolution” detailing these assurances.  
 
The Board continues to monitor this situation and holds ongoing discussions with 
Verizon concerning service issues.  Verizon has been requested to continually provide the 
Board with updates on 9-1-1 related issues affecting Maryland.   
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 Managing For Results 
 
 
Maryland’s Managing for Results (MFR) initiative requires the identification of an 
organizational mission accompanied by specified goals and performance measures.  This 
is incorporated in the Department’s Strategic Plan.  The Emergency Number Systems 
Board established two Managing for Results (MFR) objectives that would track the 
quality and consistency of the emergency response information extracted from 9-1-1 
callers by Emergency Number Operators (call takers) staffing Maryland’s twenty-four 
(24) Public Safety Answering Points.   
 
Formerly, PSAPs in Maryland relied solely on the training and experience of the call 
taker to process a 9-1-1 call.  Police and fire protocol systems have been established by 
national organizations to provide a standard means to query 9-1-1 callers to elicit the 
information required to properly respond to an emergency call.  The response made by 
the 9-1-1 caller to initial questions identify subsequent questions needed to guide the 
Emergency Number Operator in appropriately processing the emergency call and 
providing the 9-1-1 caller with suitable pre-arrival instructions.  The utilization of 
nationally established protocols for processing 9-1-1 calls will enhance consistency of 9-
1-1 call handling. 
 
Goal   To meet compliance standards for emergency number operator use of 

nationally established emergency processing protocols in Maryland to 
extract optimum information for improved emergency response. 

    
Objective 1.1 – By June 2010, at least 90% of the 9-1-1 Centers (Public Safety 
Answering Points) will utilize nationally established police and/or fire 
emergency protocol systems for emergency number operators to process 9-1-1 
calls. 
 

 Performance:  Objective 1.1 was designed to target the “use” 
(implementation) of police and fire protocol systems, and Objective 1.2 was 
designed to target subsequent compliance with protocol standards after 
implementation.  During fiscal year 2010, ENSB funded an additional three 
PSAP requests to implement protocol systems.  With 22 PSAPs implementing 
these protocol systems, the target of 90% (91.7% actual) was achieved, and 
the target of 95% (or 23 PSAPs) for fiscal year 2011 is expected to be 
reached. 

 
Objective 1.2 – By June 2010, at least 85% of those 9-1-1 Centers (Public 
Safety Answering Points) that utilize nationally established police and/or fire 
emergency protocol systems for emergency number operators to process 9-1-1 
calls will achieve at least a 90 % standards compliance rate. 

  
 Performance: ENSB’s protocol funding policy requires implementation of 

protocol systems be accompanied by the implementation of their associated 
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quality assurance (standards) program, which requires a careful review of the 
“processing of 9-1-1 calls” handled by each Emergency Number Operator to 
determine the percentage of protocol compliance for each PSAP.  In fiscal 
year 2010, the target of 85% was met when eleven of thirteen PSAPS reported 
quality assurance scores consistently exceeding the 90% compliance standard.   

  
Maryland’s statewide utilization of nationally established protocols for processing 9-1-1 
calls, to ensure consistency of 9-1-1 call handling in any PSAP and thus to measurably 
improve public safety, must be tracked by how well the PSAPs comply with the 
protocols.  Objective 1.1 will track the “use” (implementation) of these protocols; this 
objective (1.2) will track the compliance with the protocols.  Police and fire protocol 
systems utilize a quality assurance checklist to review actions taken by Emergency 
Number Operators to determine the percent of protocol compliance.  All Emergency 
Number Operators that have completed protocol training will be subject to quality 
assurance review. 
 
“Police and fire protocols” are two sets of standardized “question and answer” systems 
that guide the Emergency Number Operator to obtain appropriate (police or fire) 
emergency response information and to provide pre-arrival instructions to 9-1-1 callers.  
The protocols can be implemented either manually employing a card-set system or be 
integrated into an existing computer system to be utilized in an electronic format. 
 

Maryland Deployment of Protocol Usage – June 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Deploying 

Deployed 
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 MSP NEXT GENERATION 9-1-1 
FEASIBILITY PROJECT 

 
 
The Maryland Emergency Number Systems Board and the Maryland State Police (MSP) 
have recognized that the potential exists for faster emergency response times and 
improved emergency services to the citizens of the State of Maryland.  This can be 
accomplished by modernizing the routing and delivery of E9-1-1 calls being transferred 
to MSP throughout the State.  To that end, the ENSB is investigating the implementation 
of an advanced IP-enabled network for delivery of emergency E9-1-1 traffic to the 
Maryland State Police barracks, known conceptually as a Next Generation E9-1-1 
network solution.   
 
IP-based systems will allow the MSP barracks and county PSAPs to work together 
cooperatively in ways that the current systems do not allow.  An IP-based system will 
allow the barracks to receive more robust call-related data, directly from the PSAP, when 
emergency calls are transferred.  Currently the E9-1-1 calls are transferred via the public 
switch telephone network (PSTN), from the neighboring PSAPs, without the public 
safety benefit of automatic number identification (ANI) or automatic location 
identification (ALI) being readily available.  Direct connectivity to the 9-1-1 network 
supports receiving and updating ANI/ALI, providing real-time location information for 
wireline or wireless emergency callers.   
 
In the future, multiple data sources such as telematics, text, video, and other 
communication mediums may also be able to be transferred from the primary PSAP to 
MSP utilizing this planned network.  IP-based systems and equipment that can be 
upgraded to support communications alternatives for the hearing impaired or disabled 
community (i.e. text messaging, video relay services, etc.) are important enhancements to 
public safety.   
 
The IP network is anticipated to be redundant and diverse, leveraging high-speed digital 
technologies to interconnect all MSP barracks.  The network design and architecture 
anticipates improved call set-up time and enhanced capability to transfer E9-1-1 calls 
between all barracks in the state of Maryland.  The neighboring PSAPs will continue to 
support all primary E9-1-1 traffic in the existing manner.   
 
The Board engaged a consultant, L Robert Kimball and Associates, to study the 
anticipated costs of a Next Generation 9-1-1 System.  The Board anticipates that the 
capital expenditures required to establish the network, procuring the call processing 
equipment, and barrack workstations can be met with no increase in the state 
portion of the 9-1-1 Surcharge, due to the funds positive balance.  Once long-term 
network recurring costs are determined, it may become necessary to consider 
increasing the county “additional fee” portion of the 9-1-1 Surcharge. 
 
The recurring costs associated with maintaining the proposed MSP E9-1-1 network and 
equipment were identified and are estimated to be substantial, possibly in the range of $ 3 
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million per year, by L. Robert Kimball (Board consultant).  The counties receive funding 
from the “additional fee” portion of the 9-1-1 Surcharge to offset operational costs.  
Currently, there is no designated funding source available to MSP to offset 
recurring expenditures.   
 
Finally, the experience gained in developing and deploying the NG 9-1-1 network to the 
MSP call centers will provide valuable experience applicable to the future 
implementation of a statewide NG 9-1-1 public safety network.  Maryland will again be 
poised to be a national leader in providing a 9-1-1 system that is technologically 
responsive to the emergency service needs of our citizens and visitors. 
 
In fiscal year 2010, the Board and Maryland State Police continued to work cooperatively 
with other state agencies to finalize the MSP NG 9-1-1 project’s “request for proposal” 
(RFP) and to foster synergy for the implementation of a statewide public safety 
broadband network.  Under the guidance of L. Robert Kimball & Associates (consultant 
secured through separate RFP), the MSP NG 9-1-1 project’s RFP was released and the 
evaluation of respondents has begun.  It is anticipated that during FY 11, this process will 
be completed and efforts will begin to investigate the implementation of viable and 
fiscally prudent solutions.     
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 Planning Day 
 
 
The Emergency Number Systems Board’s (ENSB) annual planning day was held on 
October 4, 2010.  Local Directors from the twenty-four jurisdictions were asked to 
participate bringing together a large segment of Maryland’s 9-1-1 community.  The 
purpose of the planning day was to provide a forum to discuss the state of Maryland’s 9-
1-1 System, current challenges, and future goals.  The meeting also provided an 
opportunity for peer networking and discussing ongoing efforts to improve the delivery 
of emergency service through the 9-1-1 system.  Action items were assigned to various 
individuals and committees with reports due to the Board at various times in the future.  
Additional meetings will be held as deemed appropriate by the Emergency Number 
Systems Board.   
 
 
PRESENTATIONS & DISCUSSION ITEMS  
 
PLANT/CML  
 
Darrin Reilly (COO) and Ken Schuler (Regional Account Manager) of Plant/CML 
provided attendees with their company’s perspective of future challenges and anticipated 
changes to meet technological advancements and customer demands.  Plant/CML 
envisions embracing IP based technology to significantly enhance data interactivity 
within 9-1-1 systems utilizing multi-tenant CPE options, hosted and/or scalable enterprise 
solutions, and multi-network computing integration.  Maryland PSAPs currently utilize 
IP enabled phone equipment that will not require total replacement, only software 
upgrades, to take advantage of upcoming Next Generation 9-1-1 improvements.   
Noteworthy points included: 
 
 Future systems will utilize an IP backbone to provide real-time multimedia 

delivery of interactive data depicted employing a GIS centric representation.  Map 
interfacing of multiple data sources will provide enhanced analysis for emergency 
response.  IP Networking of hosted multi-tenant CPE solutions will provide a 
robust and scalable product in a cost effective manner.  

  
  System security and virus-protection, not currently present in today’s closed 

communications systems, will play a major role in future managed services and 
could add significantly to operational costs. 

 
 “Managed services” will become critical as CPE, communications systems, and 

networking integration replace current tariff/regulation models.  It is anticipated 
that equipment costs will continue to decrease while recurring costs for “managed 
services” will increase. 
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NATIONAL 9-1-1 OFFICE 
 
Laurie Flaherty (Director) explained the role of the National 9-1-1 Office and their new 
web-based Resource Center (www.911.gov).  Activities of the 9-1-1 Office include 
managing existing 9-1-1 grants, re-enacting the Enhanced 9-1-1 Act, and securing 
additional grant funding for NG 9-1-1 enhancements.  The 911 Resource Center, 
produced in partnership with 911.gov, serves the 911 community through three key 
initiatives: 
  
 An information clearinghouse, providing a growing repository of knowledge and 

resources for 9-1-1 authorities and professionals, including technical, operational 
and policy information;  

 
 A Technical Assistance Center, offering technical and operational assistance in 

response to queries, primarily from state and local 9-1-1 authorities and 9-1-1 
public safety answering points (PSAPs); and  

 
 The development of a national 9-1-1 database, which can be used to follow the 

progress of 9-1-1 authorities in enhancing their existing systems and 
implementing next-generation networks and services. 

 
 
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (DoIT) 
 
Greg Urban (Networks Division Director) spoke about the $ 115 M federal grant awarded 
to Maryland for the purpose of developing a statewide broadband network (One 
Maryland Broadband Plan).  The proposed network is anticipated to include all Maryland 
PSAPs (primary, back-up, and secondary), emergency responder agencies, and 
emergency service providers creating a statewide Public Safety Network.  The initial step 
is to conduct an environmental assessment report (6 months), after which the “shovel hits 
the ground”.  The following additional topics were discussed: 
 
 The recurring costs associated with maintaining the state network will be offset by 

a predetermined “cost recovery model” based on individual County needs.  Some 
jurisdictions will provide “in-kind services” instead of assessed fees (preferred 
method).  

 
 PSInet will continue to be utilized but its overall capacity and network design 

should improve.  Local networks will not be replaced, but instead they will be link 
to other networks increasing their functionality.  As the statewide network is 
being designed, it remains important to have the appropriate relationships and 
personnel in place for the establishment and future governance of the scope and 
operation of the network. 

 
 
 

http://www.911.gov/�
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MAPPING ISSUES – STATEWIDE IMAGERY PROJECT 
 
Responding to the proliferation of wireless phones and recognition that many people have 
dropped traditional landline phone service, the Board has expended significant resources 
to ensure each PSAP has the mapping capacity to accurately depict the location of 9-1-1 
callers.   
 
Ken Miller, the Geographical Information Systems (GIS) representative on the Board, 
discussed the following mapping/imagery related issues: 
 
 Previous fly-over imagery was provided at 6-inch resolution, which appears to be 

satisfactory for emergency services needs, and will remain the standard. 
 
 A lesson learned from the last statewide fly-over, is to ensure that each county 

receives the mapping data in a format that is immediately compatible with 
existing software and systems.  All efforts will be made to meet this standard. 

 
 An RFP to secure an orthophotography vendor to fly-over Maryland, west of the 

Chesapeake Bay, in spring 2011 should be released soon. 
 
 The State is starting to collaborate with local jurisdictions to help maintain local 

and statewide data of mutual interest. 
 
OTHER TOPICS OF DISCUSSION 
 
 The impact of the current economic conditions has reduced or eliminated some 

County’s GIS personnel that typically would be tasked to update Board funded 
maps used to locate 9-1-1 callers.  Protecting the Board’s statewide GIS 
investment is important and thus critical that local maps are appropriately 
maintained. 

 
 Concern was voiced about the recent decrease in local revenues generated through 

the collection of 9-1-1 Surcharge fees.  Though the State portion of the fee has 
remained viable for Board awards, the local “additional fee” portion has 
decreased in the past several years from an average from offsetting 50% of local 
operational costs to 36%, this year. 

 
 Rod Hart reported on the efforts of the Technology Subcommittee to review the 

NENA Next Generation 9-1-1 Transition Policy and its application in Maryland.  
The areas addressed in the report cover Governance, Planning, Regulatory, Policy 
Review, and Funding issues. 

 
Local Directors were appreciative of the ENSB for providing this forum to discuss 9-1-1 
in Maryland and to comment on the activity of the Board. 
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 9-1-1 Training in Maryland 
 
 
Maryland continues to be a national leader in its 9-1-1 training efforts and remains one of 
the few states to establish legislation mandating 9-1-1 personnel training standards.  
Telecommunicator training has recently received national media attention and improving 
9-1-1 personnel training has become the focus of several organizations and foundations 
(i.e. Denise Amber Lee Foundation).  At the inception of 9-1-1 in the early 1980s, 
Maryland understood the importance of training and through the Code of Maryland 
Regulations (COMAR) established mandatory 9-1-1 PSAP training standards for both 
entry-level and in-service programs under the purview of the Emergency Number 
Systems Board (ENSB).  These mandates continue to be updated to maintain current 
relevance.  Compliance is verified through a yearly inspection process conducted by 
Board staff.  It is evident that Maryland’s ENSB and Public Safety Answering Points 
have taken obligation of providing timely and pertinent training very seriously.   
 
In the early 2000’s, to provide a consistent entry-level training program the ENSB 
selected a nationally offered Emergency Telecommunicator Course (ETC) developed and 
maintained current by the National Academy of Emergency Dispatch (NAED).  The ETC 
curriculum and instruction was developed to deliver the information and educational 
experiences needed to prepare entry-level emergency telecommunicators to begin their 
careers in public safety.  The ENSB funded ETC instructor training to provide each 
Maryland PSAP with certified ETC instructors.  Today, the Board funded ETC instructor 
and entry-level training programs continues to be the foundation for developing 
competent 9-1-1 call takers. 
 
In response to COMAR, in-service training programs are provided by local jurisdictions 
and supplemented through training funded by the Board.  Training officers develop local 
agency specific programs, while the Board, at the recommendation of the Training 
Subcommittee, offers 9-1-1 related training courses on a statewide basis throughout the 
year (see chart on page 33).  These training sessions are open to all Maryland PSAP 
personnel and address disciplines designed to enhance the skills and abilities of new or 
veteran call takers, supervisors, and administrators.     
 
Locally developed training programs are reviewed by the ENSB Training Subcommittee 
for content, relevance, and statutory compliance.  Also during the annual PSAP 
inspection process, local jurisdiction’s training program records are inspected by ENSB 
staff to validate that all 9-1-1 employees are receiving COMAR compliant training.     
 
Maryland has been recognized nationally for its statewide utilization of police, fire, and 
medical “protocol” based call-processing systems.  Nationally certified protocol systems 
provide a systematic methodology to query emergency response information from 9-1-1 
callers that follows predetermined questioning guidelines.  Protocols offer more 
consistent 9-1-1 call processing and a quantifiable quality assurance review process.   
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Embracing the value of continuing education, Maryland remains a national leader in the 
ongoing training of 9-1-1 personnel, through the support of the ENSB.  The Board’s 
emphasis on entry-level training, with the ETC program, and support of utilizing 
emergency medical, fire, and police protocols has significantly enhanced the delivery 9-
1-1 service.  The evaluation of 9-1-1 personnel through a disciplined quality assurance 
process is also required of jurisdictions receiving ENSB funding for protocol programs.  
The NAED protocol quality assurance process identifies individual, unit, and overall 
Center compliance scores.  National standards have been established to recognize Centers 
that achieve superior quality assurance scores.  Harford County Maryland became the 
first Center in the nation to receive the Tri-ACE (Accredited Center of Excellence) 
Certification from the NAED for superior quality assurance scores attained in all three 
disciplines (police, fire, and medical).   
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 Policy/Standards Subcommittee 
 
 
The Policy/Standards Subcommittee is tasked with developing the policy, and guidelines 
to provide guidance to the Board and PSAPs with regard to requesting and encumbering 
funding from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  They also craft and respond to recommendations for 
legislative changes affecting the Public Safety Article and the Code of Maryland 
Regulations (COMAR) as it relates to 9-1-1 service.   
 
STRATEGIES 
 
• Develop written guidelines to be used by the ENSB in its consideration of the 

pricing, functionality, and quantities proposed for routine 911 equipment and 
service purchases. 

• Develop procurement standards including equipment replacement cycles, and 
minimum qualifications. 

• Review the standards and procurement activities of national associations and 
efforts of other jurisdictions/states, to adopt best practices in Maryland. 

• Identify synergistic procurement opportunities in Maryland and foster the 
competitive bidding process. 

• Develop spare/back-up equipment purchase guidelines. 
• Develop statistical models to capture and reflect information relative to the Board’s 

procurement activities and pricing trends. 
• Work with the other subcommittees as needed to support the overall goals and 

objectives of the Board. 
 

Policy/Standards Subcommittee 
Chairman 

Kevin Green 
Anthony Myers - ENSB 

Charles Summers - ENSB 

Andrew Johnston - ENSB 

Brian Josef - ENSB 

William Walton - ENSB 

Susan Greentree - ENSB 

William Frazier - ENSB 

Lt. Col. William Pallozzi - ENSB 

John Chew - ENSB 

Ken Miller - ENSB 

Ray Windisch - Baltimore County 
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During fiscal year 2010, the Policy/Standards Subcommittee crafted legislation that 
would establish the collection and remittance of 9-1-1 fees by Maryland retail outlets, 
referred to as the “Point of Sale (POS) Model”.  The POS model adds a 9-1-1 Surcharge 
to each retail transaction of prepaid wireless telecommunications service for any purpose 
other than resale.  Amounts collected, minus a processing fee, would be deposited to the 
State 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  Fees collected from prepaid retail transactions would be 
distributed proportionally in the same fashion as those remitted via the “monthly billing” 
process.    
 
This legislative change was proposed because prepaid wireless service is a growing 
segment within the overall consumer wireless industry.  Increasingly, consumers are 
opting for a form of prepaid wireless service whereby a specified number of minutes are 
purchased at retail outlets or online rather than the traditional monthly-billed wireless 
service.  Ensuring that the 9-1-1 system is funded in a fair and equitable manner is a 
priority for the sustainability of the 9-1-1 system.  These efforts are similar to those 
currently being conducted in other states.   
 
It is anticipated that this proposed bill would be submitted in an upcoming legislative 
session.  
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 Technology Subcommittee 
 
 
SCOPE/GOAL: The Technology Subcommittee is responsible for the investigation, and 
research of technology related issues and the dissemination of technical information to 
the membership of the ENSB.  This subcommittee will be focused on issues that could 
impact the management, operation, and maintenance of E9-1-1 systems serving the 
citizens of the State of Maryland. 
 
DIRECTION: Develop and disseminate briefing materials in the areas of Data Systems, 
Communication Networks, Public Safety Answering Point Power Systems, and 
Telephone Station Equipment technologies that could be of value to the ENSB in the 
fulfillment of its responsibilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
The Technology Subcommittee is currently reviewing the feasibility of implementing a 
Next Generation 9-1-1 System (NG 9-1-1) in Maryland.  Working in conjunction with the 
Board’s consultant and monitoring activities of national organizations, the Technology 
Subcommittee is following NG 9-1-1 technological advancements and establishment of 
industry standards/regulations to better prepare the Board as to NG 9-1-1 implementation 
options. 
 
During 2010, the Technology Subcommittee began the process of evaluating NENA’s 
Next Generation Transition Policy Handbook “A Guideline for Identifying and 
Implementing Policies to Enable NG 9-1-1” and its application to Maryland.  
 
The Technology Subcommittee coordinated presentations to the Board concerning 
Automatic Crash Notification (ACN) data, Smart911 (Rave Mobil Safety) personal data 
collection services, and an overview of the statewide Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
Project being implemented by the Maryland State Police. 

Technology Subcommittee 

Chairman 
Rod Hart - ENSB 

John Crabill - NENA 

Rich Berg - ENSB 

Anthony Myers - ENSB 

Steve Marshall - ENSB 

Charles Summers - ENSB 

Andy Johnston - ENSB 

Ray Windisch – Baltimore County 
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Training Subcommittee 
 
 
The Training Subcommittee is comprised of members of the Board and the PSAP 
community, chaired by the Caroline County PSAP Director and ENSB member, Bryan 
Ebling.  In order to provide Maryland with a robust training program that will meet the 
requirements of the Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR), the Training 
Subcommittee reviewed numerous training opportunities, programs, and seminars before 
deciding which programs to offer for the 2010 training sessions. 
 
    

ENSB Training Subcommittee 
Chairman 

Bryan Ebling – ENSB 
William Frazier – ENSB 

John “Chris” McNamara – Howard County 

Mitch Vocke – Harford County 

Andrew Johnston – ENSB 

Randy Waesche – Carroll County 

Roy Lescalleet – Washington County 

Howard “Buddy” Redman – Coordinator 
 
The Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) provides specific guidance on the topical 
requirements for training but does not address job relatedness, testing standards, or 
instructional methodologies for new, in-service, or supervisory employees.  The Board, 
through the recommendation of the Training Subcommittee, partnered with the National 
Academy of Emergency Dispatch (NAED) to provide an Emergency Telecommunicator 
Course (ETC) to instruct Maryland’s newly hired 9-1-1 call takers.  This course provides 
a comprehensive review of the skills and abilities needed for successful handling of 9-1-1 
emergency calls and is presented utilizing curriculum designed for adult based learning.  
Trainers from each PSAP attend NAED sponsored classes and earn their ETC Instructor 
certification.  During 2010 an additional nine instructors were certified, increasing and 
maintaining the number of jurisdictions having an in-house ETC Instructor.  In addition, 
91 new 9-1-1 call takers successfully completed the ETC entry-level training.  For 
additional information of the program, the web address for the National Academy is 
http://www.naemd.org/. 
 
In-service training, utilizing a curriculum approved by the Training Subcommittee, is a 
requirement of all jurisdictions as established in COMAR.  Training programs can be 
provided by each local jurisdiction as well as on a statewide basis.  Training officers at 
the local level develop agency specific training programs and evaluate individual training 

http://www.naemd.org/�
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needs for their center.  A variety of educational resources is utilized by each jurisdiction 
to insure local personnel are properly trained and prepared for any emergency requests 
they may receive.  Locally developed standards training and national programs are all 
used to provide a robust and thorough in-service training program in Maryland.  The 
Training Subcommittee annually reviews each PSAPs training program to ensure 
curricula meets established guidelines.    
 
Throughout 2010, the Training Subcommittee reviewed new programs and local training 
requests to determine appropriateness to enhance 9-1-1 service in Maryland.  Upon 
Subcommittee recommendation, various training programs are offered to PSAP personnel 
and held at locations around the state to ensure accessibility to all jurisdictions.  The 
Training Subcommittee examined the value of training programs provided in a DVD 
format and found that the scheduling flexibility and consistency of presentation makes 
this a very worthwhile training experience and fiscally prudent expenditure.  The 
Training Subcommittee will continue to look for training opportunities to take advantage 
technological advances in training media and presentation.   
 
During 2010, programs from nationally recognized training vendors including the 
National Emergency Number Association (NENA), the Association of Public-Safety 
Communications Officials-International, Inc. (APCO), Public Safety Training 
Consultants, and PowerPhone were offered.   
 
The Training Subcommittee continues to utilize the facilities of the Public Safety 
Training Center, located in Sykesville, Maryland.  The facility, which is centrally located, 
provides a rich learning environment with state of the art technology and ample 
classrooms able to accommodate up to 75 students. 
 
The Emergency Number Systems Board supports a variety of training programs and 
encourages the use of protocol systems throughout Maryland.  Over ninety percent of the 
jurisdictions are currently using either Emergency Fire or Emergency Police Dispatch, in 
addition to Emergency Medical Dispatch protocols.  In support of this effort, various 
protocol classes and protocol Quality Assurance training have been presented around the 
State.  
 
Secondary PSAPs should be able to provide the same level of service as a Primary PSAP.  
To this end, the Training Committee is currently reviewing the efficacy and fiscal impact 
of providing Secondary PSAP personnel with standardized entry-level training and the 
utilization of protocol based call-processing programs.  This review is ongoing and a 
recommendation report will be provided to the Board. 
 
 The Training Subcommittee reviewed various training programs recommended by our 9-
1-1 Centers.  Course selections were made and offered throughout the year to best 
accommodate employee scheduling.  Training programs were typically provided at least 
twice, once on the Eastern Shore and once in the central to western part of the State.  See 
list of training programs on next page. 
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 2010 Training Programs 
 
 
Customer Service the 9-1-1 Way                                                                  42 Attendees 
 
Active Shooter           47 Attendees 
 
You Just Never Know - Unusual Calls                                                        50 Attendees 
 
Mission Critical                                                                                              43 Attendees 
 
Crisis Communication                                                                                  46 Attendees 
 
Overcoming Complacency                                                                          184 Attendees 
 
Protocol Training                                                                                           42 Attendees 
 
Intro to Next Generation 9-1-1                                                                     50 Attendees 
 
Communications Training Officer Course                                                   7 Attendees 
 
Being the Best                                                                                                 53 Attendees 
 

2010 TOTAL ATTENDEES 564 

ENSB Training Opportunities
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 ENSB/MENA Day of Celebration 
 

SEPTEMBER 15, 2010 
 

The Emergency Number Systems Board (ENSB), in cooperation with the Maryland 
Emergency Number Association (MENA) presented the eighth annual 9-1-1 Day of 
Celebration on September 15, 2010.  This event is intended to recognize the dedication 
and professional service provided by Maryland’s Telecommunicators that answer 9-1-1 
calls from the citizens and visitors of our State requesting emergency services.  Queen 
Anne’s County hosted the 2010 “Day of 
Celebration” at the Kent Island Volunteer Fire 
Department in Chester, Maryland.  More than 
185 Telecommunicators, supervisors, and 
other 9-1-1 service related personnel were 
welcomed to Queen Anne’s County by 
Vernon Hurley, President of the Maryland 
Chapter of NENA.  Attendees then began the 
morning session with a training seminar titled 
“Overcoming Complacency” presented by 
Public Safety Training Consultants (PSTC), a 
nationwide leader in 9-1-1 Center training.  
Brig. General James A. Adkins (Adjutant 
General of the Maryland Military Department) presented a keynote speech. 
 
“Telecommunicator of the Year” awards were presented to exemplary 
Telecommunicators selected by their local 9-1-1 Center directors and Maryland State 
Police Barrack Commanders for outstanding service and dedication to Public Safety 
through 9-1-1 communications.  All of Maryland’s twenty-four 9-1-1 Centers and MSP 
participated with those selected presented with a plaque honoring their achievement and 
were acknowledged by their peers.  The President of Maryland Chapter of NENA, 
Vernon Hurley made the award presentations to the Telecommunicator of the Year 
recipients.  Assisting in presenting these awards was William Frazier, ENSB member.   
 
 
Throughout 2010, the Board and executive office fostered relationships with a number of 
professional organizations in support of 9-1-1.  These included the National Emergency 
Numbers Association (NENA), the Maryland Emergency Number Association (MENA – 
local chapter of NENA), the Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials 
(APCO), the 9-1-1 Institute, and the National Association of State 9-1-1 Administrators 
(NASNA). 

Vernon Hurley (Right) and William Frazier – ENSB 
(center) presented the Harford County “Telecommunicator 

of the Year” award to Noelle Adams 
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 TELECOMMUNICATOR OF THE YEAR 
2010 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Award winners were selected by their respective organizational leaders. 

Award Winner County/City/MSP 
Steven Michael Shipley Allegany County 

FF Shawn Coleman Anne Arundel County 
PCO I James Webb Anne Arundel County 

Anika McCready Baltimore City 
ECT I Jenny Chung Baltimore County 

ECT II Donna Neumeister Baltimore County 
ECT II Robert Fertig Baltimore County 
Edward R. Smith Jr Calvert County 

Stephen Hurlock Caroline County 
ECS Adam Harris Carroll County 
Lt Paula Robinson Cecil County 
Jaime L. Ostrander Charles County 

Sonya Burton Dorchester County 
Travis Unger Frederick County 
Glenda Baker Garrett County 
Maria Joseph Harford County 
Noelle Adams Harford County 

Maureen Meister Howard County 
Sheila Reed Howard County 

Eddie Hickman & Michelle Miller Kent County 
9-1-1 Police “TEAM” Montgomery County 

Cherika Lucas Prince George's County 
Gerald Shiplett Prince George’s County 

C Shift Queen Anne's County 
Charmia Carter Somerset County 

ECS Kiersten M. Shea St. Mary's County 
Holley Guschke Talbot County 

Emergency Communications Center Washington County 
Christopher D. Hopkins Wicomico County 

C Shift Worcester County 
PCO II Yvonne D. Lynch MSP 
PCO II Roger C. Newlin MSP 

PCO II Kelly Parker MSP 
PCO II Lauren L. Powell MSP 
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STATE OF MARYLAND 
 

PUBLIC SAFETY ARTICLE 
 
§ 1-301.  
      (a)      In this subtitle the following words have the meanings indicated.  
      (b)      "Additional charge" means the charge imposed by a county in accordance with 
§ 1-311 of this subtitle.  
      (c)      "Board" means the Emergency Number Systems Board.  
      (d)      "Commercial mobile radio service" or "CMRS" means mobile 
telecommunications service that is:  
            (1)      provided for profit with the intent of receiving compensation or monetary 
gain;  
            (2)      an interconnected, two-way voice service; and  
            (3)      available to the public.  
      (e)      "Commercial mobile radio service provider" or "CMRS provider" means a 
person authorized by the Federal Communications Commission to provide CMRS in the 
State.  
      (f)      "County plan" means a plan for a 9-1-1 system or enhanced 9-1-1 system, or an 
amendment to the plan, developed by a county or several counties together under this 
subtitle.  
      (g)      (1)      "Customer" means:  
                  (i)      the person that contracts with a home service provider for CMRS; or  
                  (ii)      the end user of the CMRS if the end user of the CMRS is not the 
contracting party.  
            (2)      "Customer" does not include:  
                  (i)      a reseller of CMRS; or  
                  (ii)      a serving carrier under an arrangement to serve the customer outside 
the home service provider's licensed service area.  
      (h)      "Enhanced 9-1-1 system" means a 9-1-1 system that provides:  
            (1)      automatic number identification;  
            (2)      automatic location identification; and  
            (3)      any other technological advancements that the Board requires.  
      (i)      "FCC order" means an order issued by the Federal Communications 
Commission under proceedings regarding the compatibility of enhanced 9-1-1 systems 
and delivery of wireless enhanced 9-1-1 service.  
      (j)      "Home service provider" means the facilities-based carrier or reseller that 
contracts with a customer to provide CMRS.  
      (k)      "9-1-1-accessible service" means telephone service or another communications 
service that connects an individual dialing the digits 9-1-1 to an established public safety 
answering point.  
      (l)      "9-1-1 fee" means the fee imposed in accordance with § 1-310 of this subtitle.  
      (m)      (1)      "9-1-1 service carrier" means a provider of CMRS or other 9-1-1-
accessible service.  
            (2)      "9-1-1 service carrier" does not include a telephone company.  
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      (n)      (1)      "9-1-1 system" means telephone service that:  
                  (i)      meets the planning guidelines established under this subtitle; and  
                  (ii)      automatically connects an individual dialing the digits 9-1-1 to an 
established public safety answering point.  
            (2)      "9-1-1 system" includes:  
                  (i)      equipment for connecting and outswitching 9-1-1 calls within a 
telephone central office;  
                  (ii)      trunking facilities from a telephone central office to a public safety 
answering point; and  
                  (iii)      equipment to connect 9-1-1 calls to the appropriate public safety 
agency.  
      (o)      "9-1-1 Trust Fund" means the fund established under § 1-308 of this subtitle.  
      (p)      "Public safety agency" means:  
            (1)      a functional division of a public agency that provides fire fighting, police, 
medical, or other emergency services; or  
            (2)      a private entity that provides fire fighting, police, medical, or other 
emergency services on a voluntary basis.  
      (q)      "Public safety answering point" means a communications facility that:  
            (1)      is operated on a 24-hour basis;  
            (2)      first receives 9-1-1 calls in a 9-1-1 service area; and  
            (3)      as appropriate, dispatches public safety services directly, or transfers 9-1-1 
calls to appropriate public safety agencies.  
      (r)      "Secretary" means the Secretary of Public Safety and Correctional Services.  
      (s)      "Wireless enhanced 9-1-1 service" means enhanced 9-1-1 service under an 
FCC order. 
 
§ 1-302.  
      (a)      The General Assembly:  
            (1)      recognizes the paramount importance of the safety and well-being of the 
public;  
            (2)      recognizes that timely and appropriate assistance must be provided when 
the lives or property of the public is in imminent danger;  
            (3)      recognizes that emergency assistance usually is summoned by telephone, 
and that a multiplicity of emergency telephone numbers existed throughout the State and 
within each county;  
            (4)      was concerned that avoidable delays in reaching appropriate emergency 
assistance were occurring to the jeopardy of life and property; and  
            (5)      acknowledges that the three digit number, 9-1-1, is a nationally recognized 
and applied telephone number that may be used to summon emergency assistance and to 
eliminate delays caused by lack of familiarity with emergency numbers and by confusion 
in circumstances of crisis.  
      (b)      The purposes of this subtitle are to:  
            (1)      establish the three digit number, 9-1-1, as the primary emergency telephone 
number for the State; and  
            (2)      provide for the orderly installation, maintenance, and operation of 9-1-1 
systems in the State.  
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§ 1-303.  
      (a)      (1)      This subtitle does not require a public service company to provide any 
equipment or service other than in accordance with tariffs approved by the Public Service 
Commission.  
            (2)      The provision of services, the rates, and the extent of liability of a public 
service company are governed by the tariffs approved by the Public Service Commission.  
      (b)      (1)      This subtitle does not require a 9-1-1 service carrier to provide any 
equipment or service other than the equivalent of the equipment and service required of a 
telephone company under subsection (a) of this section.  
            (2)      This subtitle does not extend any liability to a 9-1-1 service carrier.  
 
§ 1-304.  
      (a)      Each county shall have in operation an enhanced 9-1-1 system.  
      (b)      If implementation is preceded by cooperative planning, the enhanced 9-1-1 
system required under subsection (a) of this section may operate as part of a multicounty 
system.  
      (c)      (1)      Services available through a 9-1-1 system shall include police, fire 
fighting, and emergency ambulance services.  
            (2)      Other emergency and civil defense services may be incorporated into the 9-
1-1 system at the discretion of the county or counties served by the 9-1-1 system.  
      (d)      (1)      The digits 9-1-1 are the primary emergency telephone number in the 9-
1-1 system.  
            (2)      A public safety agency whose services are available through the 9-1-1 
system:  
                  (i)      may maintain a separate secondary backup telephone number for 
emergency calls; and  
                  (ii)      shall maintain a separate telephone number for nonemergency calls.  
      (e)      Educational information that relates to emergency services made available by 
the State or a county:  
            (1)      shall designate the number 9-1-1 as the primary emergency telephone 
number; and  
            (2)      may include a separate secondary backup telephone number for emergency 
calls.  
      (f)      (1)      Each public safety answering point shall notify the public safety 
agencies in a county 9-1-1 system of calls for assistance in the county.  
            (2)      Written guidelines shall be developed to govern the referral of calls for 
assistance to the appropriate public safety agency.  
            (3)      State, county, and local public safety agencies with concurrent jurisdiction 
shall have written agreements to ensure a clear understanding of which specific calls for 
assistance will be referred to which public safety agency.  
      (g)      Counties, other units of local government, public safety agencies, and public 
safety answering points may enter into cooperative agreements for the allocation of 
maintenance, operational, and capital costs attributable to the 9-1-1 system. 
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§1–305.   
(a)   There is an Emergency Number Systems Board in the Department of Public 

Safety and Correctional Services. 
(b)    (1)   The Board consists of 17 members. 

(2)   Of the 17 members: 
(i)   one member shall represent a telephone company operating 

in the State; 
(ii)   one member shall represent the wireless telephone industry 

in the State; 
(iii)   one member shall represent the Maryland Institute for 

Emergency Medical Services Systems; 
(iv)   one member shall represent the Department of State Police; 
(v)   one member shall represent the Public Service Commission; 
(vi)   one member shall represent the Association of Public–

Safety Communications Officials International, Inc.; 
(vii)   two members shall represent county fire services in the 

State, with one member representing career fire services and one member representing 
volunteer fire services; 

(viii)   one member shall represent police services in the State; 
(ix)   two members shall represent emergency management 

services in the State; 
(x)   one member shall represent a county with a population of 

200,000 or more; 
(xi)   one member shall represent a county with a population of 

less than 200,000; 
(xii)   one member shall represent the Maryland chapter of the 

National Emergency Numbers Association; 
(xiii)   one member shall represent the geographical information 

systems in the State; and 
(xiv)   two members shall represent the public. 

(3)   The Governor shall appoint the members with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. 

(c)    (1)   The term of a member is 4 years and begins on July 1. 
(2)   The terms of the members are staggered as required by the terms 

provided for members of the Board on October 1, 2003. 
(3)   At the end of a term, a member continues to serve until a successor 

is appointed and qualifies. 
(4)   If a vacancy occurs after a term has begun, the Governor shall 

appoint a successor to represent the organization or group in which the vacancy occurs. 
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(5)   A member who is appointed after a term has begun serves only for 
the rest of the term and until a successor is appointed and qualifies. 

(d)   The Governor shall appoint a chairperson from among the Board members. 
(e)   The Board shall meet as necessary, but at least once each quarter. 
(f)   A member of the Board: 

(1)   may not receive compensation as a member of the Board; but 
(2)   is entitled to reimbursement for expenses under the Standard State 

Travel Regulations, as provided in the State budget. 
(g)   The Secretary shall provide staff to the Board, including: 

(1)   a coordinator who is responsible for the daily operation of the office 
of the Board; and 

(2)   staff to handle the increased duties related to wireless enhanced 9–1–
1 service. 
 
 
§ 1-306.  
      (a)      The Board shall coordinate the enhancement of county 9-1-1 systems.  
      (b)      The Board's responsibilities include:  
            (1)      establishing planning guidelines for enhanced 9-1-1 system plans and 
deployment of wireless enhanced 9-1-1 service in accordance with this subtitle;  
            (2)      establishing procedures to review and approve or disapprove county plans 
and to evaluate requests for variations from the planning guidelines established by the 
Board;  
            (3)      establishing procedures for the request for reimbursement of the costs of 
enhancing a 9-1-1 system by a county or counties in which a 9-1-1 system is in operation, 
and procedures to review and approve or disapprove the request;  
            (4)      transmitting the planning guidelines and procedures established under this 
section, and any amendments to them, to the governing body of each county;  
            (5)      submitting to the Secretary each year a schedule for implementing the 
enhancement of county or multicounty 9-1-1 systems, and an estimate of funding 
requirements based on the approved county plans;  
            (6)      developing, with input from counties, and publishing on or before July 1, 
2004, an implementation schedule for deployment of wireless enhanced 9-1-1 service;  
            (7)      reviewing and approving or disapproving requests for reimbursement of the 
costs of enhancing 9-1-1 systems, and submitting to the Secretary each year a schedule 
for reimbursement and an estimate of funding requirements;  
            (8)      reviewing the enhancement of 9-1-1 systems;  
            (9)      providing for an audit of county expenditures for the operation and 
maintenance of 9-1-1 systems;  
            (10)      ensuring inspections of public safety answering points;  
            (11)      reviewing and approving or disapproving requests from counties with 
operational enhanced 9-1-1 systems to be exempted from the expenditure limitations 
under § 1-312 of this subtitle; and  
            (12)      authorizing expenditures from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund that:  
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                  (i)      are for enhancements of 9-1-1 systems that:  
                        1.      are required by the Board;  
                        2.      will be provided to a county by a third party contractor; and  
                        3.      will incur costs that the Board has approved before the formation of 
a contract between the county and the contractor; and  
                  (ii)      are approved by the Board for payment:  
                        1.      from money collected under § 1-310 of this subtitle; and  
                        2.      directly to a third party contractor on behalf of a county.  
      (c)      The guidelines established by the Board under subsection (b)(1) of this section:  
            (1)      shall be based on available technology and equipment; and  
            (2)      may be based on any other factor that the Board determines is appropriate, 
including population and area served by 9-1-1 systems.  
       
 
§ 1-307.  
      (a)      The Board shall submit an annual report to the Governor, the Secretary, and, 
subject to § 2-1246 of the State Government Article, the Legislative Policy Committee.  
      (b)      The report shall provide the following information for each county:  
            (1)      the type of 9-1-1 system currently operating in the county;  
            (2)      the total 9-1-1 fee and additional charge charged;  
            (3)      the funding formula in effect;  
            (4)      any statutory or regulatory violation by the county and the response of the 
Board;  
            (5)      any efforts to establish an enhanced 9-1-1 system in the county; and  
            (6)      any suggested changes to this subtitle.  
 
§ 1-308.  
      (a)      There is a 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
      (b)      The purposes of the 9-1-1 Trust Fund are to:  
            (1)      reimburse counties for the cost of enhancing a 9-1-1 system;  
            (2)      pay contractors in accordance with § 1-306(b)(12) of this subtitle; and  
            (3)      fund the coordinator position and staff to handle the increased duties 
related to wireless enhanced 9-1-1 service under § 1-305 of this subtitle, as an 
administrative cost.  
      (c)      The 9-1-1 Trust Fund consists of:  
            (1)      money from the 9-1-1 fee collected and remitted to the Comptroller under § 
1-310 of this subtitle;  
            (2)      money from the additional charge collected and remitted to the Comptroller 
under § 1-311 of this subtitle; and  
            (3)      investment earnings of the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
      (d)      Money in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund shall be held in the State Treasury.  
      (e)      The Secretary shall administer the 9-1-1 Trust Fund, subject to the guidelines 
for financial management and budgeting established by the Department of Budget and 
Management.  
      (f)      The Secretary shall direct the Comptroller to establish separate accounts in the 
9-1-1 Trust Fund for the payment of administrative expenses and for each county.  
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      (g)      (1)      Any investment earnings shall be credited to the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
            (2)      The Comptroller shall allocate the investment income among the accounts 
in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund, prorated on the basis of the total fees collected in each county. 
 
§ 1-309.  
      (a)      On recommendation of the Board, each year the Secretary shall request an 
appropriation from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund in an amount sufficient to:  
            (1)      carry out the purposes of this subtitle;  
            (2)      pay the administrative costs chargeable to the 9-1-1 Trust Fund; and  
            (3)      reimburse counties for the cost of enhancing a 9-1-1 system.  
      (b)      (1)      Subject to the limitations under subsection (e) of this section, the 
Comptroller shall disburse the money in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund as provided in this 
subsection.  
            (2)      Each July 1, the Comptroller shall allocate sufficient money from the 9-1-1 
fee to pay the costs of administering the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
            (3)      As directed by the Secretary and in accordance with the State budget, the 
Comptroller, from the appropriate account, shall:  
                  (i)      reimburse counties for the cost of enhancing a 9-1-1 system; and  
                  (ii)      pay contractors in accordance with § 1-306(b)(12) of this subtitle.  
            (4) (i)      The Comptroller shall pay to each county from its account the money 
requested by the county to pay the maintenance and operation costs of the county's 9-1-1 
system in accordance with the State budget.  
                  (ii)      The Comptroller shall pay the money for maintenance and operation 
costs on September 30, December 31, March 31, and June 30 of each year.  
      (c)      (1)      Money accruing to the 9-1-1 Trust Fund may be used as provided in this 
subsection.  
            (2)      Money collected from the 9-1-1 fee may be used to:  
                  (i)      reimburse counties for the cost of enhancing a 9-1-1 system; and  
                  (ii)      pay contractors in accordance with § 1-306(b)(12) of this subtitle.  
            (3)      Money collected from the additional charge may be used by the counties 
for the maintenance and operation costs of the 9-1-1 system.  
      (d)      (1)      Reimbursement may be made only to the extent that county money was 
used to enhance the 9-1-1 system.  
            (2)      Reimbursement for the enhancement of 9-1-1 systems shall include the 
installation of equipment for automatic number identification, automatic location 
identification, and other technological advancements that the Board requires.  
            (3)      Reimbursement from money collected from the 9-1-1 fee may be used only 
for 9-1-1 system enhancements approved by the Board.  
      (e)      (1)      The Board may direct the Comptroller to withhold from a county money 
for 9-1-1 system expenditures if the county violates this subtitle or a regulation of the 
Board.  
            (2)  (i)      The Board shall state publicly in writing its reason for withholding 
money from a county and shall record its reason in the minutes of the Board.  
                  (ii)      On reaching its decision to withhold money, the Board shall notify the 
county.  
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                  (iii)      The county has 30 days after the date of notification to respond in 
writing to the Board.  
            (3)  (i)      On notification by the Board, the Comptroller shall hold money for the 
county in the county's account in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
                  (ii)      Money held by the Comptroller under subparagraph (i) of this 
paragraph does not accrue interest for the county.  
                  (iii)      Interest income earned on money held by the Comptroller under 
subparagraph (i) of this paragraph accrues to the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
            (4)      County money withheld by the Comptroller shall be withheld until the 
Board directs the Comptroller to release the money.  
      (f) (1)      The Legislative Auditor shall conduct fiscal/compliance audits of the 9-1-1 
Trust Fund and of the appropriations and disbursements made for purposes of this 
subtitle.  
            (2)      The cost of the fiscal portion of the audits shall be paid from the 9-1-1 
Trust Fund as an administrative cost.  
     
§ 1-310.  
      (a)      Each subscriber to switched local exchange access service or CMRS or other 9-
1-1-accessible service shall pay a 9-1-1 fee.  
      (b)      The 9-1-1 fee is 25 cents per month, payable when the bill for the telephone 
service or CMRS or other 9-1-1-accessible service is due.  
      (c)      (1)      The Public Service Commission shall direct each telephone company to 
add the 9-1-1 fee to all current bills rendered for switched local exchange access service 
in the State.  
            (2)      Each telephone company:  
                  (i)      shall act as a collection agent for the 9-1-1 Trust Fund with respect to 
the 9-1-1 fees;  
                  (ii)      shall remit all money collected to the Comptroller on a monthly basis; 
and  
                  (iii)      is entitled to credit, against the money from the 9-1-1 fees to be 
remitted to the Comptroller, an amount equal to 0.75% of the 9-1-1 fees to cover the 
expenses of billing, collecting, and remitting the 9-1-1 fees and any additional charges.  
            (3)      The Comptroller shall deposit the money remitted in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
      (d) (1)      Each 9-1-1 service carrier shall add the 9-1-1 fee to all current bills 
rendered for CMRS or other 9-1-1-accessible service in the State.  
            (2)      Each 9-1-1 service carrier:  
                  (i)      shall act as a collection agent for the 9-1-1 Trust Fund with respect to 
the 9-1-1 fees;  
                  (ii)      shall remit all money collected to the Comptroller on a monthly basis; 
and  
                  (iii)      is entitled to credit, against the money from the 9-1-1 fees to be 
remitted to the Comptroller, an amount equal to 0.75% of the 9-1-1 fees to cover the 
expenses of billing, collecting, and remitting the 9-1-1 fees and any additional charges.  
            (3)      The Comptroller shall deposit the money remitted in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  
            (4)      The Board shall adopt procedures for auditing surcharge collection and 
remittance by CMRS providers.  
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            (5)      On request of a CMRS provider, and except as otherwise required by law, 
the information that the CMRS provider reports to the Board shall be confidential, 
privileged, and proprietary and may not be disclosed to any person other than the CMRS 
provider.  
      (e)      Notwithstanding any other provision of this subtitle, the 9-1-1 fee does not 
apply to an intermediate service line used exclusively to connect a CMRS or other 9-1-1-
accessible service, other than a switched local access service, to another telephone system 
or switching device.  
      (f)      A CMRS provider that pays or collects 9-1-1 fees under this section has the 
same immunity from liability for transmission failures as that approved by the Public 
Service Commission for local exchange telephone companies that are subject to 
regulation by the Commission under the Public Utility Companies Article. 
 
§ 1-311.  
      (a)      In addition to the 9-1-1 fee, the governing body of each county, by ordinance 
or resolution enacted or adopted after a public hearing, may impose an additional charge 
to be added to all current bills rendered for switched local exchange access service or 
CMRS or other 9-1-1-accessible service in the county.  
      (b)      (1)      The additional charge imposed by a county may not exceed 75 cents per 
month per bill.  
            (2)      The amount of the additional charges may not exceed a level necessary to 
cover the total eligible maintenance and operation costs of the county.  
      (c)      The additional charge continues in effect until repealed or modified by a 
subsequent county ordinance or resolution.  
      (d)      After imposing, repealing, or modifying an additional charge, the county shall 
certify the amount of the additional charge to the Public Service Commission.  
      (e)      The Public Service Commission shall direct each telephone company that 
provides service in a county that imposed an additional charge to add, within 60 days, the 
full amount of the additional charge to all current bills rendered for switched local 
exchange access service in the county.  
      (f)      Within 60 days after a county enacts or adopts an ordinance or resolution that 
imposes, repeals, or modifies an additional charge, each 9-1-1 service carrier that 
provides service in the county shall add the full amount of the additional charge to all 
current bills rendered for CMRS or other 9-1-1-accessible service in the county.  
      (g)      (1)      Each telephone company and each 9-1-1 service carrier shall:  
                  (i)      act as a collection agent for the 9-1-1 Trust Fund with respect to the 
additional charge imposed by each county;  
                  (ii)      collect the money from the additional charge on a county basis; and  
                  (iii)      remit all money collected to the Comptroller on a monthly basis.  
            (2)      The Comptroller shall deposit the money remitted in the 9-1-1 Trust Fund 
account maintained for the county that imposed the additional charge.  
 
§ 1-312.  
      (a)      During each county's fiscal year, the county may spend the amounts distributed 
to it from 9-1-1 fee collections for the installation, enhancement, maintenance, and 
operation of a county or multicounty 9-1-1 system.  
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      (b)      Subject to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, maintenance and 
operation costs may include telephone company charges, equipment costs, equipment 
lease charges, repairs, utilities, personnel costs, and appropriate carryover costs from 
previous years.  
      (c)      During a year in which a county raises its local additional charge under § 1-311 
of this subtitle, the county:  
            (1)      may use 9-1-1 trust funds only to supplement levels of spending by the 
county for 9-1-1 maintenance or operations; and  
            (2)      may not use 9-1-1 trust funds to supplant spending by the county for 9-1-1 
maintenance or operations.  
      (d)      The Board shall provide for an audit of each county's expenditures for the 
maintenance and operation of the county's 9-1-1 system.  
      (e)      (1)      For a county without an operational Phase II wireless enhanced 9-1-1 
system within the time frames established by the Board under § 1-306(b)(6) of this 
subtitle, the Board shall adopt procedures, to take effect on or after January 1, 2006, to 
assure that:  
                  (i)      the money collected from the additional charge and distributed to the 
county are expended during the county's fiscal year as follows:  
                        1.      for a 9-1-1 system in a county or a multicounty area with a 
population of 100,000 individuals or less, a maximum of 85% may be spent for personnel 
costs; and  
                        2.      for a 9-1-1 system in a county or multicounty area with a population 
of over 100,000 individuals, a maximum of 70% may be spent for personnel costs; and  
                  (ii)      the total amount collected from the 9-1-1 fee and the additional charge 
shall be expended only for the installation, enhancement, maintenance, and operation of a 
county or multicounty system.  
            (2)      The Board may grant an exception to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this 
subsection in extenuating circumstances.  
            (3)      A county with an operational Phase II wireless enhanced 9-1-1 system is 
exempt from the provisions of paragraph (1) of this subsection.  
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CODE OF MARYLAND REGULATIONS 

12.11.03.00 
 
 

Title 12 DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES  

Subtitle 11 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY  

Chapter 03 9-1-1 Emergency Telephone System  

Authority: Public Safety Article, Title 1, Subtitle 3, Correctional 
Services Article, §2-109; Annotated Code of Maryland  

 

12.11.03.01  

.01 Emergency Number Systems Board Authority.  

The Emergency Number Systems Board shall coordinate the implementation, enhancement, maintenance, 
and operation of county or multicounty 9-1-1 systems.  

12.11.03.02  

.02 Definitions.  

A. In this chapter, the following terms have the meanings indicated.  

B. Terms Defined.  

(1) "Additional charge" has the meaning stated in Public Safety Article, §1-301, Annotated Code of 
Maryland.  
(2) "Board" means the Emergency Number Systems Board.  
(3) "9-1-1 system" means a telephone service or any other communication service that meets the planning 
guidelines under Public Safety Article, §1-306, Annotated Code of Maryland, and automatically connects 
an individual dialing the digits 9-1-1 to a public safety answering point.  
(4) "Public safety answering point" has the meaning stated in Public Safety Article, §1-301, Annotated 
Code of Maryland.  

12.11.03.03  

.03 The Emergency Number Systems Board.  

A. The Emergency Number Systems Board is under the direction of the Secretary of Public Safety and 
Correctional Services.  

B. Board membership shall be according to Public Safety Article, §1-305, Annotated Code of Maryland.  

C. The Board shall meet as necessary, but not less than quarterly each calendar year.  
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D. The Board requires a majority of confirmed members present at a meeting to constitute a quorum.  

E. The Board requires a majority vote of members present at a meeting before taking action.  

F. The Board shall coordinate enhancement of county or multicounty 9-1-1 systems according to provisions 
under Public Safety Article, §1-306, Annotated Code of Maryland.  

12.11.03.04  

.04 Implementation by County or Multicounty Area.  

A county or multicounty area shall maintain an enhanced 9-1-1 system that:  

A. Uses the digits 9-1-1 as the published emergency telephone number for access to emergency services;  

B. Has public safety answering points that provide 24-hour public access and dispatch service;  

C. Provides transfer and referrals to related public safety services;  

D. Provides for staffing all public safety answering points with personnel trained as required by this 
chapter;  

E. Provides for equipping all public safety answering points with adequate access to TTY equipment to 
facilitate use by an individual with a speech or hearing disability;  

F. Provides access to services for an individual who does not speak or understand the English language;  

G. May provide access to local emergency management centers for all public safety answering points;  

H. Permits a county to designate a public safety answering point using cooperative arrangements acceptable 
to the participating agencies;  

I. Permits public safety answering points to transfer or relay emergency calls received requiring services 
outside of the jurisdiction of the system receiving the call;  

J. Maintains a current master street address guide and communicates updated information to parties 
responsible for an automatic number identification (ANI) and automatic location identification (ALI) 
system;  

K. Uses telephone equipment and services that provide:  

(1) A visual or audible indication, or both, of an incoming call;  
(2) The capability for the call taker to monitor a transferred call to ensure that the call is properly 
transferred;  
(3) Annual telephone company monitoring of service to determine the grade of service and, if appropriate, 
to make recommendations to ensure that not more than one busy signal in every 100 incoming calls during 
an average busy hour is maintained; and  
(4) Documentation of the date and time a 9-1-1 call is received; and  

L. Has a sufficient number of call takers and equipment to consistently answer incoming calls on a daily 
average of 10 seconds or less.  
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12.11.03.05  

.05 Plans for More Than One Public Safety Answering Point in a 
County.  

A county with a plan for more than one public safety answering point in the county shall submit the plan to 
the Board for consideration subject to the following:  

A. The county administration submitting the plan and not the individual agency within the county shall 
receive and distribute funding; and  

B. The plan shall meet the criteria established under this chapter, unless the Board approves a variation.  

12.11.03.06  

.06 Minimum Enhanced 9-1-1 System Requirements.  

At a minimum, an enhanced 9-1-1 system implemented in Maryland shall include:  

A. Sufficient incoming 9-1-1 lines for each telephone central office to ensure that not more than one in 100 
call attempts during the average busy hour is blocked;  

B. Connections to all public safety agencies covered by the system;  

C. 24 hour, 7 day operation of the public safety answering point staffed with personnel trained as required 
under this chapter;  

D. First priority to answering 9-1-1 calls;  

E. Electronic recording of all 9-1-1 calls;  

F. Playback capability of all 9-1-1 calls;  

G. Connection to adjacent public safety answering points by private lines when there is a telephone 
exchange and jurisdictional boundary not covered by selective routing;  

H. Security measures sufficient to minimize intentional disruption of the operation;  

I. Standby emergency electrical power to keep the public safety answering point operating when 
commercial power fails;  

J. At least one administrative line for nonemergency calls;  

K. Written operational procedures;  

L. Automatic location identification (ALI) which displays, at the public safety answering point, the address 
or location of the calling instrument;  

M. Automatic number identification (ANI) which displays, at the public safety answering point, the calling 
telephone number;  
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N. Central office identification used to identify dedicated lines or trunks from a central office when a public 
safety answering point serves more than one central office;  

O. A distinct tone, visible signal, or other process for:  

(1) Alerting the call taker that an incoming 9-1-1 call was disconnected; and  
(2) Receiving and displaying the telephone number with ANI and ALI information for a disconnected 9-1-1 
call, when available;  

P. Providing access to services for an individual:  

(1) With a speech or hearing disability; or  
(2) Who does not speak or understand the English language; and  

Q. Other technical advances approved by the Board.  

12.11.03.07  

.07 Minimum Features of a 3-1-1 System.  

A. A county or multicounty system may establish a 3-1-1 system to reduce congestion on the 9-1-1 system 
operation.  

B. At a minimum, a 3-1-1 system shall include the following:  

(1) Switching or programming to direct a 3-1-1 call to a nonemergency answering position;  
(2) A 3-1-1 answering position that shall be capable of:  

(a) Immediately transferring an emergency call to a 9-1-1 answering position or an adjoining public safety 
answering point;  

(b) Transferring a nonemergency call to an adjoining jurisdiction or appropriate agency; and  

(c) Providing an individual:  

(i) With a speech or hearing disability access to TTY services; or  

(ii) Who does not speak or understand the English language access to alternative communication services; 
and  

(3) A 3-1-1 call taker trained to handle nonemergency calls and to transfer emergency calls to a 9-1-1 call 
taker.  

12.11.03.08  

.08 Operational Plan.  

A. A county or multicounty system shall have and maintain a written operational plan for public safety 
services signed by public safety agencies within the public safety answering point area of responsibility.  
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B. A public safety agency included in an operational plan under §A of this regulation shall be familiar with 
the operational procedures of the other public safety agencies included in the same operational plan.  

C. An operational plan shall provide for uniform methods and procedures to ensure effective interagency 
communications.  

12.11.03.09  

.09 Safeguarding Telephone Circuits by Telephone Companies.  

A. A facility housing 9-1-1 telephone equipment shall:  

(1) Be equipped at all exposed terminations, including central office distributing frames, with protective 
devices that prevent accidental worker contact; and  
(2) Include clearly identified protected terminations to distinguish protected terminations from other 
circuitry.  

B. A protected circuit may not be opened, grounded, short-circuited, or manipulated in any way by a 
telephone company worker without the local telephone company first obtaining approval for circuit release 
from the appropriate public safety answering point.  

C. A telephone company shall ensure that telephone company employees who work in facilities associated 
with the 9-1-1 service are familiar with procedures for safeguarding 9-1-1 system equipment.  

12.11.03.10  

.10 Public Safety Answering Point Training.  

A. A county shall staff a public safety answering point with personnel who can properly process a call from 
a machine used by an individual who has a speech or hearing impairment.  

B. Within 6 months of hiring a public safety answering point call taker, a county shall train the new call 
taker using a curriculum adopted or approved by the Board.  

C. A county shall provide a public safety answering point call taker with yearly in-service training using a 
curriculum adopted or approved by the Board.  

D. Training shall include:  

(1) Public safety answering point orientation;  
(2) Communication skills;  
(3) Electronic systems;  
(4) Policies and procedures;  
(5) Call processing;  
(6) Documentation;  
(7) Dispatch procedures;  
(8) Stress management;  
(9) Public relations;  
(10) Administrative duties; and  
(11) Disaster and major incident training.  
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12.11.03.11  

.11 9-1-1 Fees.  

A. The Board shall ensure that collection, maintenance, dispersal, and auditing of 9-1-1 fees is conducted 
according to Public Safety Article, §§1-308—1-312, Annotated Code of Maryland.  

B. Additional Charges—Local Government.  

(1) In addition to the fee charged under Public Safety Article, §1-310, Annotated Code of Maryland, a 
county with an operational 9-1-1 system under Public Safety Article, §1-304, Annotated Code of Maryland, 
may, by ordinance or resolution after public hearing, enact or adopt an additional monthly charge not to 
exceed the limits under Public Safety Article, §1-311, Annotated Code of Maryland, to be applied to 
current bills, within that county, for:  

(a) Switched local exchange access service; and  

(b) Wireless telephone service or other 9-1-1 accessible service.  

(2) A county authorizing an additional charge under §B of this regulation and maintaining an enhanced 9-1-
1 system shall be subject to an annual Board-authorized independent audit of authorized 9-1-1 expenditures 
pursuant to Public Safety Article, §1-312, Annotated Code of Maryland.  

12.11.03.12  

.12 Equipment Which Qualifies for Funding or Reimbursement.  

A. Equipment that qualifies for purchase with funds from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund includes:  

(1) Equipment for connecting and outswitching 9-1-1 calls within a telephone central office;  
(2) Trunking facilities from the central office to a public safety answering point;  
(3) Equipment to connect 9-1-1 calls to the appropriate public safety agency; and  
(4) Equipment for a 3-1-1 system.  

B. Equipment necessary to constitute an enhanced 9-1-1 system shall be used for:  

(1) Automatic number identification (ANI);  
(2) Automatic location identification (ALI); or  
(3) Other technical equipment the Board may require.  

C. Computer aided dispatch equipment is not a part of a 9-1-1 system, except when the Board determines 
that an interface is necessary to properly process 9-1-1 calls.  

12.11.03.13  

.13 Submission of 9-1-1 Plan.  

A. A county requesting reimbursement from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund for mandated equipment, 9-1-1 
enhancements, or technological advancements shall submit the request to the Board for approval.  
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B. A county shall submit a plan, request, report, or question to the Chairman, Emergency Number Systems 
Board.  

12.11.03.14  

.14 Request for Reimbursement from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund.  

A. A county shall submit a request for reimbursement from the 9-1-1 Trust Fund to the Board in a format 
and according to procedures established by the Board.  

B. Reimbursement Processing.  

(1) A county public safety answering point director or a 9-1-1 administrator shall submit a written or 
electronic request for reimbursement to the Board so that it is received at least 2 weeks before a Board 
meeting at which it is to be considered.  
(2) The county's public safety answering point director or 9-1-1 administrator, or a designee, shall attend 
the meeting at which the request is to be considered.  
(3) The Board shall review the request and, if approved, encumber funds up to the amount of the request.  
(4) The county shall ensure that the county's procurement laws and policies are followed.  

12.11.03.15  

.15 Variations or Waivers of Regulations.  

A. Upon request by a county, the Board may grant a waiver or variance of the regulations contained in this 
chapter.  

B. A county may submit a written or electronic request for waiver or variance to the Board that includes:  

(1) Number of persons affected;  
(2) Impact of a variance or waiver;  
(3) Alternative methods;  
(4) Technical difficulties;  
(5) Cost.  

C. The Board shall consider:  

(1) The information for each of the areas cited in §B of this regulation; and  
(2) The best interests of the affected parties, the applicant, and the Emergency Number Systems Board.  

D. An affected party shall have the right to present, either in writing or through oral testimony, information 
which may bear on the Board's final decision.  

E. Processing a Request for Waiver or Variance.  

(1) Upon receipt of a written request for waiver or variance, the Board shall:  

(a) Within 10 days of receipt of the request, direct a letter to the applicant, which shall:  

(i) Acknowledge receipt; and  
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(ii) Notify the applicant that additional information may be submitted, within 30 days, for the Board to 
consider during the review; and  

(b) Review the documents or conduct a hearing.  

(2) If the Board elects to review the documents, the review shall be conducted at a regular Board meeting 
within 60 days after the expiration of the 30-day period granted to the applicant to submit additional 
information.  
(3) If the Board elects to conduct a hearing, the Board shall:  

(a) Notify the applicant and affected parties of the hearing at least 10 days before the hearing and provide 
the hearing:  

(i) Date;  

(ii) Time; and  

(iii) Location; and  

(b) Conduct the hearing according to State Government Article, Title 10, Subtitle 2, Annotated Code of 
Maryland.  

12.11.03.16  

.16 9-1-1 System Violations.  

A. The Board may instruct the State Comptroller to withhold funds from a county for 9-1-1 system 
expenditures for a violation under:  

(1) Public Safety Article, §1-312, Annotated Code of Maryland; or  
(2) The regulations in this chapter.  

B. Withholding Funds.  

(1) If the Board decides to withhold funds, the Board shall:  

(a) Identify, in writing, the reason or reasons for withholding funds;  

(b) Record the reason or reasons in the minutes of the meeting;  

(c) Notify the county that the county has 30 days from the date of notification to respond in writing to the 
Board; and  

(d) Notify the State Comptroller to hold funds, in that county's account within the 9-1-1 Trust Fund, until 
the Board advises the Comptroller that the funds may be released.  

(2) Funds held by the Comptroller under this section may not accrue interest for a county.  
(3) Interest income earned on funds held by the Comptroller under this regulation shall be diverted to the 9-
1-1 Trust Fund.  

C. The Board shall notify the Secretary of action taken under §A or B of this regulation.  
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12.11.03.17  

.17 Decisions of the Board.  

After the Board conducts a hearing or a review of a request under this chapter, the Board shall ensure that 
the Board's decision is:  

A. In writing and stated in the record;  

B. Accompanied by findings of fact and conclusions; and  

C. Provided to the applicant with a copy of the written record containing the information noted under §§A 
and B of this regulation.  
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